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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Datacom™ 15.1.

Datacom/DB is a high-performance relational database management system (RDBMS) and is highly scalable to manage
high-volume workloads with efficient processing. The database engine takes advantage of new hardware technologies
with improved memory optimization techniques. The ability to scale to handle extra workloads allows you to delay or
cancel plans for hardware upgrades. Datacom/DB is flexible in supporting both traditional (navigational) and modern
(SQL-based) workloads with the same set of data tables.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Release Notes section.

Continuous Delivery
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Datacom. We
enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with easier
deployment.

In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go
to https://validate.broadcom.com or contact Dale Russell (dale.russell@broadcom.com) or Nakesha Newbury
(nakesha.newbury@broadcom.com).

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
The new features in this Datacom release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.
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TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are updated
programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs. To view CARS reports and to
manage all aspects of mainframe maintenance, see the Common Mainframe Maintenance site.

The following sections describe the new and enhanced features that are introduced in this release:

VSAM Linear Datasets with Support for the Force Area (FXX) (LU08897)

This enhancement provides VSAM linear datasets with Media Manager support for the Force Area (FXX). This
enhancement allows the FXX to also be converted to VSAM along with your data and index areas as part of your overall
migration from EXCP to VSAM. Pervasive Encryption is provided with this enhancement.

For more information, see VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager and INIT FXX (Format Force Area).

Level Set PTFs for Datacom 15.1.01 (LU08365)

The Level Set PTF for Datacom 15.1.01 is now available. Use the Level Set PTF to identify your current level of
maintenance and features that have been installed. Level Sets provide an easy method to receive and apply all
maintenance and feature PTFs up to a specific modification level. This is the first Datacom/DB PTF and includes all 15.1
maintenance up to the modification level.

Key Overrides with DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' Special Register (LU07823)

With this enhancement, database administrators and application developers can more easily specify keys in queries when
accessing tables. The special register DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' results in improved query performance.

To learn more about this enhancement, see USE KEY and Special Registers.

DROP PLAN with Support for Generic Selections (LU07230)

With this enhancement, database administrators can now use the DBSRFPR Utility DROP PLAN option to perform
a generic selection of plans to drop. If you use plan versioning where the plan name is followed by the version date
(planNameyymmddhhmm), you can drop multiple versions without having to specify each one. For example, DROP
PLAN=authId.planName20* drops all versions of the plan created in 2020.

To learn more about the enhancement and to find statement syntax, see DBSRFPR Utility--SQL Upgrade Rebind.

Character-Level Scalar Functions with OVERLAY Function (LU06911)

With this enhancement, application developers can now use the SQL OVERLAY function to manipulate character strings.
OVERLAY changes a source string by appending or inserting a new string at a specified location in the source string. The
modified source string is returned. See the Character-Level Scalar Functions documentation for more information.

DBUTLTY REPORT TYPE=DATACL for VSAM Linear Datasets (LU05939)

This enhancement provides database administrators (DBAs) with a DBUTLTY report that lists data classes in their
Datacom environment. DBAs can use the report when planning new databases that use the Datacom VSAM linear
dataset option. For more information, see Setting Up a Data Class and Allocating Linear Datasets and TYPE=DATACL -
Data Class Report.

ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE (TM24) with Partition Table Support (LU06500)

This enhancement provides support for partitioned tables to ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE (TM24). The enhancement extends
the capability of TM24 to partitioned tables, including a means of reclaiming DASD space after a mass delete process. For
more information about performing an Online Table Move, see Performing an Online Table Move 24x7.
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VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager with Support for BA24 and TM24 (LU06896)

This enhancement to VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager removes restrictions on Block Size Alter 24x7 (BA24)
and Online Table Move 24x7 (TM24).

Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer

The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer for Datacom provides tools for database administrators (DBAs) to monitor and
troubleshoot queries and improve database performance. The SQL Performance Analyzer uses the available Source
Cache Data in Datacom to allow the DBA to monitor the progress of the query and perform any query tuning that is
required to improve the database performance. Key benefits include:

• Managing SQL performance simply and easily through a graphical user interface (GUI).
• Increasing productivity and eliminate manual efforts tracking down SQL bottlenecks.
• Speeding time to resolution through automated reporting capabilities.

Developers and DBAs can use the SQL Performance Analyzer to:

• Find and fix problem queries to improve database performance
• Drill down into detailed query information
• Filter for specific query problems using the search filter
• Manage active transactions

NOTE
The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer is available for Datacom customers on Release 15.1 of the base
Datacom/DB™ for z/OS Plus product only.

For more information, see SQL Performance Analyzer and Acquire and Install the SQL Performance Analyzer.

Visual Studio Code COBOL Language Support Extension Provides a Modern Datacom Development Experience

Application developers now have flexibility to build and maintain Datacom COBOL applications outside the mainframe
in popular integrated development environments (IDEs) through the COBOL Language Support Extension, which is
available for Visual Studio Code (VS Code) and Eclipse Che.

The extension makes building and maintaining Datacom COBOL applications easier through features such as:

• Syntax highlighting and coloring
• Autocomplete
• Syntax and semantic analysis
• Datacom copybook support

For more information about installing and using the extension, see Build and Maintain Datacom COBOL Applications with
VS Code or Eclipse Che.

SQLCODE -120 Error Message Timestamps Enhancement (LU06017)

Providing a readable timestamp of both the program and its plan in the error message itself makes it much easier to
diagnose the mismatch SQL has detected.

HASH JOIN (LU05231)

HASH JOIN reduces the cost of joins and subqueries. HASH JOIN builds a hash table of the qualifying inner table rows
in 64-bit memory ("above the bar"). Outer table qualifying rows probe this hash table to perform the join. HASH JOIN is
the fastest join when there is no matching index for the join predicates on the inner table. HASH JOIN also outperforms a
merge join when a sort is required.
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VSAM Linear Datasets with Pervasive Encryption and ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (LU04745)

This enhancement to VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager removes restrictions on IBM Pervasive Encryption. The
enhancement also allows use of ONLINE_AREA_MOVE with VSAM Media Manager.

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX (LU04772)

The BUFFER_POOL_INDEX command allows a specific index area to have a private pool for work index blocks to
exist for access and read from DASD or write to DASD. BUFFER_POOL_INDEX is part of Buffer Pool by Area. The
BUFFER_POOL_INDEX pools are defined similar to COVERED where:

• Each buffer participates in the pipeline of deferred writes
• Each block is in memory once and never needs to be copied to a COVERED address or restored

Messages

New

• DB01419W

Enhanced

• DB01420I
• DB01421I

CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM (LU04558)

The optional CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM MUF startup and console command is used to prevent a return code
91(111) when SQL passes a very large RQA.

This command can be coded in the MUF Startup Options or specified in a running MUF through the MUF_CONSOLE or
the SQL_CONSOLE.

MUF_BFR_POOL_AREA (MPA ) (LU01844)

The MPA Dynamic System Table (MUF_BFR_POOL_AREA) helps you manage and monitor the Buffer Pools by Area
feature for Data and Index areas.

Large Frame Support for BUFFER_POOL_DEF (LU03776)

The new pageframesize parameter allows you to specify the page frame size that is used to back the buffer memory
for the BUFFER_POOL_DEF startup option for DXX alternate buffer pools. 

Prior to this new feature, only the SYSPOOL index buffers could exploit large page frames. Therefore, alternate buffer
pools were always backed by 4k pages. A new optional MUF console-like command, PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT, can be
used to limit the amount of Large Page Frame memory a MUF can use.

Message

New

• DB00330I - PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT EXCEEDED

DBUTLTY Exception Return Codes (LU03154)

A new parameter provides additional control over the return codes given by certain DBUTLTY functions for certain
exceptions. For more information, see SET OPTION1=ENABLE_EXCEPTION_VISIBILITY=n. Currently, only the RETIX
function exploits this capability.

Message
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New

• DB13293E - ONE OR MORE DUPLICATE INDEX VALUES WERE ENCOUNTERED DURING RETIX/LOAD

Support for VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager (LU02807)

VSAM Linear datasets provide more value by using less resources and are faster on average when performing IO. This
new technology allows you to perform IO in different ways other than having all datasets defined as the EXCP type.

Benefits of using VSAM Linear datasets include:

• Supports zHPF
• Performs I/O in SRB mode (zIIP enabled I/O)
• Performs encryption/decryption transparently for Pervasive Encryption
• Supports 64-bit address in all control blocks (and reduces the 24-bit memory requirement)
• Supports more than 16 extents per volume (123)
• Supports growing last extent on volume so even more extends

Messages

New

• DB01710I - DYNAMIC EXTEND END ddname CYL number-of-cyl VOL volume-count EXT extents CYL number-added
MORE yes/no

• DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - 497 - this message has many variations
• DB01423I - DATA SET opened, ddname VOL-n EXT-n CYL-4 BS-n MORE-y/n eav encr space VSAM

Enhanced

• DB01705I - DYNAMIC EXTEND START ddname btc n dasd-or-virtual
• DB01404I - DATA SET OPENED, IXX1007 DCMSP2 1 OF 1 EXT-1 TRK-15 EOF-yes/no eav EXCP
• DB02843I - DATA AREA INFO - dbid area-name optional-variables
• RC 76(005) VSAM ERROR WITH DB01422E

The following messages contain changes for moving from an EXCP Dataset to VSAM Linear or the Reverse. Specifically,
if you are converting from EXCP to VSAM Linear, the optional value E>V is inserted before 'M:S'. If you are converting
from VSAM Linear to EXCP, the optional value V>E is inserted before 'M:S'.

• DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid area STATUS - variable-info
• DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24x7 dbid area STATUS - variable-info
• DB02837I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid area STATUS - variable-info

Dynamic Extend DSNTPYE=BASIC (LU02807)

This enhancement allows larger numbers to be accepted but lowered to allow success with DSNTYPE=BASIC when
Datacom extends an area with more tracks than allowed. This enhancement is a convenience to avoid extends targeted to
fail. DSNTYPE=BASIC datasets may be extended by at most 65,535 tracks (4,369 cylinders) at a time.

New Message

DB01711I - EXTEND SIZE OVER DSNTYPE=BASIC dbid area-name CYL N LOWERED TO N (OR TRK N LOWERED
TO N)

DBUTLTY MASSADD (LU02536)

The DBUTLTY MASSADD command has been improved to perform substantially better usually.

Considerations that you must be aware of regarding cases where block mode does not run:
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• Running as a single user (MULTUSE=NO) was coded
• Logging for the table is not enabled
• Using a variable record length
• The length of one row is greater than the SIZE parameter that is specified oon the Multi-User Facility (MUF) TASKS

startup parameter.
• If DUPS_IGN or DUPS_DD are used

Messages

The following messages are further described in the Datacom Messages section of the documentation.

New

• DB13289I - MASSADD BLOCKING YES dbid-table BL-(block length) RL- (record length) RB-(records- per-block)
• DB13290I - MASSADD BLOCKING NO dbid-table BL-(block length) RL-(record length) RB-(records-per-block)

REASON-(reason)

Enhanced

• DB13291E - RETURN CODE 94 (048) INVALID DATA PROVIDED FOR DATA TYPE - OFFSET (offset of field
variable) LENGTH (length of field variable)

Return Code Enhancement for RC 94(48)

When RC 94(48) is given in DBUTLTY, SYSPRINT shows the offset and length of the field in question for the error. This
return code allows you to debug the problem easier. For more information, see Messages.

DISCONNECT_TASK (LU01452)

The DISCONNECT_TASK Multi-User Facility (MUF) console command option allows you to disconnect a task with
minimal disruption from the MUF without canceling the batch Job such as an inactive SYSVIEW connection.

Messages

• DB02876W - DISCONNECT_TASK 'n' 'jobname' disconnected
• DB02877E - DISCONNECT_TASK 'n' 'jobname' ERROR specific-error

RESTART SYSOUT (LU01079)
The RESTART SYSOUT feature provides improved information about processing activity during the RESTART of the MJF
after failure. The following three SYSOUT files can be optionally created to capture specific types of information.

• GOODSUM is created if the MUF startup process required REDO reprocessing of the prior MUF write pipeline as log
maintenance requests.

• IGNSUM is created if the MUF startup process required REDO reprocessing and log records were found that did not
need reprocessing. These records are skipped and ignored.

• ERRORSUM is a summary of the errors that are found if the MUF startup process required REDO.

Report examples are also provided.

For more information, see Restarting the Multi-User Facility.

64-Bit Storage Support Enhancement (LU01689)

This product enhancement delivers code which provides support for using 64-bit storage for part of the control blocks
for processing DXX records. This frees 31-bit memory for other purposes especially at sites with a large number of DXX
buffers. For more information, see COMM EOJ (End MUF Processing).
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z/OSMF is now available to install products for Datacom

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After the configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily
provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment. For more information, see Install
Products Using z/OSMF.

Service Update S2101 GA Availability

The Datacom Product Group is pleased to announce the general availability of Service Update S2101 for the Datacom/DB
Core Products release 15.1. For details, see the GA announcement notice on our Support site.

CREATE TABLE Statement (LU00988)

The CREATE TABLE statement has new functionality with the addition of the COMPRESSION compression_name
parameter. This parameter lets you specify the compression method when you are creating tables without setting it in
Datadictionary.

Message

-587 - INVALID COMPRESSION compression_name

Buffer Pool by Area (LU00290)

The following optional commands are part of Buffer Pool by Area:

BUFFER_POOL_DATA

The new BUFFER_POOL_DATA command allows a specific data area to have a private buffer pool by providing
reasonable limits to the amount of memory an individual Buffer Pool can consume. Other features include:

• Multiple choices for sizing the buffer pool by byte size, and block count is provided in the CXX report.
• Percentage of initialized blocks, high use blocks and active in use blocks in the CXX report.
• DATAPOOL buffers are more efficient.
• Used to oversize memory buffers for an important data area, or to undersize a low-priority area.

BUFFER_POOL_DELETE

The new BUFFER_POOL_DELETE command is provided when the definition is a mistake, not intended, and not wanted
but a new MUF recycle is not acceptable. It can run with the area open using the buffer pool and a close reopen of the
area does not use the BUFFER_POOL_DATA.

BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE

Use the new BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE command to alter the size value of an area that has been opened with the
MUF command. After the size is set, the pool block count is increased or decreased as necessary to meet the new size.

BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE

The collection of all buffer pools that are defined as a percentage are subject to the new BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE
command. Using the MUF command SUBTASK_AUTO, the BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE command is expected to be
automated to perform daily tasks. This command allows the percentage of INIT to adjust for any dynamic extend of any
areas. The command allows the percentage of ACTIVE and HIGH to adjust for any maintenance that has occurred since
the area was opened or last set to RESIZE.

Buffer Pool by Area Messages

DB01420I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA OPENED dbid area-name BLOCKS-n B_SIZE buffer-size CL-class

DB01421I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA newsize/resize dbid area-name class FROM n1 TO n2 BLOCKS
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Datacom REST API 1.0

The Datacom REST API is now available. As part of the Broadcom Database modernization strategy, the API plays a
role in transforming the mainframe for hybrid IT by making the mainframe a more integrated, agile platform. With the API,
you have modern, scalable access to z/OS services, tools, and data, allowing you to extend database applications and
automate database application maintenance and administration. With the REST API, you can use modern development
tools to maintain your Datacom applications and leverage your mainframe investment.

For more information, see Install the REST API and Using the REST API.

Scalar Functions

TO_DATE (SO15728)

The new TO_DATE scalar function obtains a timestamp from a value described by one of several input formats. The
value of a format template determines how the expression is interpreted and then converted to a timestamp value. A more
flexible format template is provided by TO_DATE with the addition of new format elements (MONTH, MON, DAY, DY, YYY,
Y).

Format Elements (SO14983) (SO15342)

The TO_DATE scalar function has a more flexible format template with the addition of new format elements (DD, RR,
RRRR, HH12, AM, PM, SSSSS). These new format elements provide more support for format templates.

Scalar Functions Format Template (SO13742)

Scalar functions provide a more flexible format template with the addition of DAYNAME, DAYOFWEEK,
DAYOFWEEK_ISO, and DAYOFYEAR. This enhancement provides more support for format template values. The value
of a format template determines how expression is interpreted and then converted to a timestamp value.

TO_DATE (SO15165)

The TO_DATE function obtains a timestamp from a value that is described by one of several input formats. TO_DATE is a
synonym for TIMESTAMP_FORMAT.

Key Benefit

The TO_DATE scalar function provides the ability to convert dates of several different input formats to an SQL
TIMESTAMP eliminating the need to manually convert the format with your own query syntax. Query date conversion
syntax for certain non-standard date formats could be complex.

Scalar Messages

The following new messages for TO_DATE help diagnosing errors and correcting them easily.

• -582 - INVALID FORMAT STRING FOR THE TO_DATE FUNCTION: format_string
• -583 - INVALID DATATYPE data_type FOR FORMAT format_string OF THE TO_DATE FUNCTION  
• -584 - INVALID DATE VALUE FOR FORMAT format_string OF THE TO_DATE FUNCTION: error_descr 
• -585 - expression IS INVALID USING format

Update the Dynamic System Tables Definitions (SO15152)

A new method for cataloging changes to definitions of the Dynamic System Tables explains how to add a new Dynamic
System Table definition or update an existing table definition. The new methods allow you to catalog an individual table to
the Systems Table database without closing the entire database. For more information, see Update the Dynamic System
Tables Definitions.
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DIR_INDEX Table Enhancement (SO16036)

This enhancement delivers a BTG member which provides support for the new INDEX_FORMAT column in the
DIR_INDEX Dynamic System Table. This column contains the current index format.

DASD zHPF Support (SO14100)

DASD zHPF support for Datacom has been enhanced to exploit zHPF when running DBUTLTY. This should provide
improved DASD IO performance. For more information, see Modern Content Blocks for I/O.

Track DBINRPR Version to the MUF (SO14067)

The new DBINRPR feature is used to track every different interface module that connects to the MUF and report each at
EOJ. This feature provides a short transition to upgrade or downgrade.

z/OSMF Workflow Configuration (SO11882)

The z/OSMF workflows are now available to help automate the deployment and configuration and an active upgrade
of a product instance. These workflows also reduce the time that is required to perform these tasks. The workflow
configuration of a Datacom/DB environment follows the same post installation process. z/OSMF provides the flexibility of a
menu-driven GUI to input the required variables.

For more information, see the following topics:

• Configure Datacom/DB Using z/OSMF Workflows
• Configure an Active Upgrade for a Datacom/DB 15.1 Environment Using z/OSMF Workflows

SVC Dump

More customer guidance is provided for cases where an SVC dump is requested but not produced. For more information,
see Using Dumps in Problem Determination.

LOAD ,FORMAT=NONE_MU (SO13594)

The keyword FORMAT can have a new value of NONE_MU only if MULTUSE=YES is also specified. With multiple keys
in the area being loaded, the step completes with less elapsed times based on the number of rows in the area. Status
messages DB02873I and DB02874I are provided in the MUF to show the status timeline.

Messages

Progress messages during long-running LOAD FORMAT=NONE (SO13594)

• DB02873I - DBUTLTY LOAD NONE_MU STATUS dbid area-name KEYID kid BLOCK number -1 of ABOUT estimate
HMS h:mm:ss

• DB02874I - DBUTLTY LOAD NONE_MU ENDED dbid area-name KEYID kid BLOCKS number
• Return Code: 85(005) - INSUFFICIENT TASKS -  A DBUTLTY function requires more tasks in the MUF and none are

available

Pass Substring to CBS for Performance (SO14068)

This SQL enhancement causes better performance by allowing predicates with scalar function SUBSTR to be evaluated
by Compound Boolean Selection (CBS). If the column referenced in the SUBSTR is indexed, then it is evaluated from the
index.
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RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY (SO13463)

The new RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY MUF console-like command takes effect when an OPEN command is about to
get a return code 88. A multi-user application that needs access to the DBID or area that is offline (ACCESS OFF/READ/
UTLTY) waits or is delayed for the DBID/area to be made available (ACCESS WRITE).

Message

DB02841W - WAIT DELAY 'RC_88_DELAY' MIN:SEC minutes:seconds jobname run-unit command database-ID

STOP_LOOP_HANG Support (SO11965)

The new STOP_LOOP_HANG command is a console-like option that can be specified on the MUF startup or through the
various APIs after the MUF is up.

This command is used to detect a MUF loop or hang and take action. There are two types of STOP_LOOP_HANG
commands.

• STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 detects a request processing TCB/SRB that has not called the dispatcher in the specified
number of minutes. Message DB00820I provides information about the TCB/SRB and the task of concern. The
commands are:
STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_WARN minutes
STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_FAILminutes

• STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 detects a task area performing a request that has accumulated a run time of more than the
specified number of minutes. Message DB00832I occurs if the MUF command STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 with a WARN
or FAIL is set with a value that is not 0 and a task set to execute has not called a task switching dispatcher in the
number of minutes specified. The commands are:
STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_WARN minutes
STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_FAIL minutes

Messages

• DB00820I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 ITEM-n DURATION-hhh:mm:ss TASK-n  J-jobname INFO-variables
• DB00823I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 warn/fail/reqabort T-task jobname run-unit jobID-job-step-number system

RUN_TIME-minutes:seconds

ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 (SO12203)

The new ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 MUF console-like command is used to convert an existing index to the newer
Format 2 style index without taking the database offline to perform an index INIT. This command is specifically useful for
large indexes allowing the index queue to run more efficiently.

The DBSOIF value lock is used to prevent concurrent ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 processes from running against
the same database. It may appear in a DBUTLTY COMM STATUS MUF display. For more information, see message,
DB01332I

The ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 command produces the following messages and return code.

Messages

• DB02862E - ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 dbid ixx ERROR text-of-specific-error
• DB02863I - ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 dbid ixx ERROR text-of-specific-status
• Return code: 43(008) - Invalid Index Compatibility Level
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QUIESCE_DBID (SO12178)

The new QUIESCE_DBID commands are alternative choices to a full MUF QUIESCE, These commands allow you
to quiesce a single database or a set of related databases instead of all databases in the environment. The new
QUIESCE_DBID commands are:

• QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW
• QUIESCE_DBID_SET
• QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY

The QUIESCE_DBID commands produce the following messages.

Messages

• DB02921I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN variable variable-more
• DB02922I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ONjobname-n (jobname-n) (jobname-n) (jobname-n or AND MORE)
• DB02923I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN FLUSHING PIPELINE_DTTM date-time STCK store-clock-value
• DB02924I - QUIESCE_DBID_TXN ENDED, IN EFFECT_ M:S-m:ss
• DB02925W - QUIESCE_DBID TXN ENDED, variable
• DB02926I - QUIESCE_DBID_SET dbid (dbid) (dbid-dbid)...
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED dbid jobname job-ID task-number code command
• DB02928I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ON jobname-n (jobname-n) (jobname-n) (jobname-n or AND MORE)
• DB02930I - QUIESCE_DBID OFF ENDED, variable variable-2

ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE (SO12932)

This enhancement to ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE  allows a percentage of tracks to be removed based on the current high
use values. For cylinder allocation, this number is rounded down to a cylinder of tracks as necessary.

The space is removed from the last volume only. It is allowed to resize from 1-16 extents down to 1 extent of one track
or cylinder. Because volumes cannot be removed they do not need to be restored. Therefore,  SMS managed dataset
restriction is removed

DEFAULT INIT_IXX_OPTION2=value (SO12632)

The DEFAULT INIT_IXX_OPTION2=value enhancement provides that every INIT with AREA=IXX where OPTION2 is not
specified, the default is applied as OPTION2=value as provided with FORMAT2 or FORMAT1 as the variable. For more
information as related to the DBIN1PR macro, see DEFAULT (Control Defaults).

Performance and Support

• Compound Boolean Selection Processing (SO11479)
A modest performance enhancement reduces the instruction path used during Compound Boolean Selection (CBS)
processing.

• The information solution for the Core Products 15.1 S1909 Service Update is SI10888.
• Support for Datacom DASD zHPF has been enhanced to exploit zHPF in even more cases when present. This should

provide improved DASD IO performance. (SO10720)
• A modest performance enhancement reduces the instruction path that is required to search an IXX block. (SO10720) 

Scalar Functions

New functionality has been added to the following Scalar Functions.

MONTHNAME (SO12497)
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The new MONTHNAME function provides a more flexible format template that obtains the month part of a value. The
result is the written character string representing a month.

TRANSLATE

The TRANSLATE character function returns a string where one or more characters from the source_string might have
been converted to other characters. The function parses through the source_string for characters in to_string and replaces
them with the corresponding character in from_string. This saves time if you have very specific changes that you need to
make in a string.

SUBSTRING_INDEX (SO10328)

New character functionality that allows you to search a source-string for a specified delimiter and returns a substring of
leading or trailing characters. The SUBSTRING_INDEX function is valuable when you need to search complex queries.

TIMESTAMPDIFF (SO10335)

This Scalar function allows you to obtain the difference between two datetime values in a specified unit of time. This is
very useful when you need to see how long something is running.

MUF Startup Options (SO09683)

Numerous improvements were made to IBM hardware and z/OS since most of these MUF startup options were initially
defined to a MUF instance. Datacom has been adding many new messages to help you manage the resources better
than the MUF controls. A majority of sites are not consuming the newer messages or changing many of the MUF startup
options over several releases.

This note deals with why we are here now. The intent of this change is to help you start consuming the newer MUF
messages of interest and better manage the MUF resources. For a quick reference and more information, see the MUF
Startup and Console-like Commands Tables.

The following set of changes is designed to help sites move forward with better management of resources in each MUF
instance.

AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING n

The AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING n option has a new default of 7. Index and data areas with dynamic extend can provide
a warning message when the candidate future extends are down to 7 remaining. The message repeats for 6 through
1 and the message set helps prevent an outage of an area to become completely full. With the normally used dynamic
extend in place, this is more helpful than focusing on maximum percent full that does not account for dynamic extends. 

BREAK

The BREAK console-like command prevents a lower priority task or one of equal priority from dominating a system. To
assist each MUF Best Practice performance, low values set that cause the most overhead are increased to a new
minimum of 50.

DATASPACE

To simplify MUF startup options by reducing the number by 1, the DATASPACE value is forced to its default of 0. This
translates to a size of 2G for each dataspace used for COVERED or VIRTUAL. 

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY

The default for the DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY option has been changed to 80,60,40. This default reduces the risk
of data or index areas from failing to get dynamic extend space on volumes fragmented resulting in B37 errors and an
outage to adding records. A dynamic extend rejected with no space is allowed to retry at 80% of the desired number. If
this fails, it is retried again at 60% and then 40%. Warning messages provide an alert to address the larger problem.

LOGPEND
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To assist each MUF Best Practice performance, the default is now 5000 values less than 5000 are forced up to 5000 at
the MUF startup. With RESTART performance improvements already provided, increasing the LOGPEND significantly
reduces write I/O and increases the MUF performance. Even larger values are recommended through a Best Practice. 

NONSWAP

The NONSWAP option is now forced to the Best Practice of NONSWAP YES to simplify the MUF startup options by
reducing the number by 1.

PXXSTATS

The PXXSTATS option is unchanged with a default of DETAIL and a Best Practice of EOJPRT. The default is discouraged
as it has substantial I/O overhead recording statistics to the PXX that are better handled elsewhere. This PTF forces
the MUF EOJ report to include the information that is provided if EOJPRT were specified. This valuable information is
irreplaceable in debugging and tuning a MUF. It is necessary for speeding any support assistance if needed.

SMPTASK

The use of multiple processors is critical to successful MUF processing. To simplify this so that all the MUF executions are
taking the same advantage, the default for SMPTASK is 1. It is forced to 1 if specified as 0.

SMPTASK_USING_IEAV

With other enhancements exploiting the MUF executions with SMPTASK having SRB to reduce billable CPU cycles,
this option has been a Best Practice. Some MUF executions have not been corrected for various reasons. MUF handles
execution with SMPTASK and SRB without SMPTASK_USING_IEAV as an oversite and provides the option. However, it
is at a slightly less value than if it was provided directly with the YES setting. If all supporting modules are not in place at
the right PTF level, this is not done.

VTOC_DATE_DAILY

The VTOC_DATE_DAILY option changes the default to YES causing VTOC entries to be set as opened by the MUF each
day. This ensures that automatic archiving processes do not remove data sets that the MUF actively uses every day but
keeps open for weeks or months at a time.

X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING

The old and unused X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING option was built before the speed of today’s processors and flood of
other MUF performance enhancements. It has been removed to ensure Best Practice execution.

DSOP 2 and URI REUSE(SO10439)

DSOP 2 - Data Space Options DSOP

To provide a Best Practice and optimal MUF execution data area, DSOP 2 is accepted from Datadictionary or CXXMAINT.
However, it is always forced to be DSOP 5 at the next data area open. It is part of a direction where the MUF helps by
optimizing and organizing data areas for best performance. 

URI REUSE  - AREA Attribute-Types

A Datadictionary option will be automatically set ON in the CXX when it is required to prevent a future outage of the area
when the URI numbers run out at 4 billion.

How to Implement the History Database Maintenance (SO10580)

Use this post process for enhancements that are delivered after you have completed a new install or upgrade to 15.1 for a
given MUF instance for the code.
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DBSQLPR Utility (SO09190)

The 1500 byte restriction has been removed from PRTWIDTH. The valid entry is now: Logical record length. For more
information, see DBSQLPR Utility--Execute SQL through Datacom/DB.

Upgrade Installation Phase - BTG1007  (SO06768) (SO07262)

Special Notes for Upgrades -  A new area/table is available in the History Database (DBID 1007). With the addition of
this table, all the MUF instances must have BDHST01 and BDHST02 members executed against each MUF instance.
Because of the design, if any areas for this database are missing, your definition is brought current and the missing areas
will INIT/NULL load.

• BDHST01 performs the close process to allow the BTG member BTG1007 from CABDSAMP to be cataloged to the
CXX which is done in BDHST02.

• BDHST02 has special processes that  test specific return codes. This JOB/Member can return a max return code of
00, 04 or 08 and is considered a good completion. 

All the types for creation of **.INSTJCL have these two members created as part of the process. If you have completed
the upgrade to 15.1 and have no need to regenerate the **.INSTJCL PDS, you must copy both of these members to
a private PDS where you can modify the members. Read the special instructions in each member prior to starting this
process for these two members.

The following PTFs were delivered for member BTG1007:

• Change (SO06768)
• Functionality (SO07262) 

DBSQLPR Utility-Execute SQL through Datacom/DB - (SO09190)

There are two options that you can use when a print line is longer than PRTWIDTH;

• No SQUISH where the width of each line is constant you receive the message:
• With SQUISH, the length of each line is variable. At the end of the report you get a message that shows you the length

of the longest line with the current data: USE PRTWIDTH nnn TO PRINT nnn ROWS THAT ARE TOO LONG. When
DATASEPARATOR is used, rows that are too long are not printed. When DATASEPARATOR is not used, rows that are
too long are printed. The output will either be wrapped or truncated.

For more information, see DBSQLPR Utility-Execute SQL through Datacom/DB.

RC Codes

The following codes are produced by PRTWIDTH=:

• RC 2000 - I/O ERROR: last op-nnn(xxxx)syscode-nnnn rc=nn.FILE xxx MODE x
• RC  2019 - RC=nnn WRITING LINE TO PRINT FILE. LastOp nnn=xxx
• RC 2020 - WARNING: DATA TRUNCATED WRITING TO PRINT FILE. RETURNED CODE=2020
• RC 2021 -  USE PRTWIDTH nnnn TO PRINT nnnn ROWS THAT ARE TOO LONG

Removed

RC 2011 - COLUMN (col name) WIDTH OF nnnn EXCEEDS DEFINED LENGTH

FORMAT2 Index (SO08622)

The new FORMAT2 Index allows you to activate the IXX per keyed feature at the database level in a 15.1 environment.
FORMAT2 Indexes will have only one entry per populated KEYID in physical block 2. These block 2 entries point to a
logical block 2 for each KEYID which can be any physical block in the index. Once a DBID has been opened and used,
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the physical block 2 is stored as a MUF memory array for improved performance. The segregating of each KEYID into its
own section of the IXX allows the Index Queue to concurrently run for each KEYID.

• FORMAT2 Indexes 
• QUEUE_PER_KEYID
• INIT IXX (Format Index Area)

Message

DB00292E - MUF NOT EXECUTING ON REQUIRED HARDWARE (SO08775)

Data Access Capture (SO08697)

This solution provides new commands for Data Access Capture (DAC).

• DAC_CONTENT_AND provides that for a selected table, the entry and every other content  AND entry must match
for the data being read to match requirements to be captured to the log. Every statement must match selection for the
selected row, and any mismatch rejects the row.

• DAC_CONTENT_OR statement selects on the DBID and table value. Offset and length values are used to match on
the selected values specified in CHAR/HEX form. This command allows a row to be selected for logging.

Store Clock values and Store Clock date-time range

Enhanced functionality for Daylight Savings that allows two Store Clock values and Store Clock date-time range. 

URI REUSE Messages (SO08685)

The following new messages were added to enhance the user experience.

• DB02849E - URI REUSE dbid area-name URI AT MAXIMUM, NEED ACTION
• DB02850I - URI REUSE dbid area-name NEXT DATE-date RANGE-range-value
• DB02851I - URI REUSE dbid area-name SCAN URI NEW-new-count URI OLD-old-count RANGES NEW-new-ranges

RANGES OLD-old-ranges

Scalar Subselect returns a single value from a subselect. It can be used in most places other scalar expressions can be
used. Row-subselect returns multiple columns from a single row of a subselect. 

Return Code

-578 - SCALAR SUBSELECT NOT ALLOWED IN SELECT WHEN GROUP BY USED

UPDATE Statement

For the first time, an UPDATE statement can update one table with values from another table.

Buffer Pool Algorithm (SO08120)

Performance was enhanced by improving the buffer hashing algorithm. This benefits sites with large buffer pools by
reducing the average hash chain length, lessening the number of instructions required to find a particular block in a buffer
pool.

HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE (SO06768) (SO07262)

This new HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE allows you to record historical information about various database events to help
manage your environment. For details, see Creating and Maintaining the History Database.
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REPORT TYPE=EVENT

The History Table Event Report provides a report of events that occurred for various database administrator (DBA)
requirements. The report provides selected commonly used fields and not ALL fields of the event table. Use DBSQLPR to
query the table if you require all fields. For more information, see REPORT TYPE=EVENT.

History Messages

HISTORY MESSAGES for DDL are provided for the SQL CREATE TABLE and DROP TABLE statements. (SO07425)

• DB00623I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES CATALOG BASE START 315   R15LDSO9 36726 JOB34549-1 CA31
ABCDO02  (SO07113)

• DB00627I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL variable-one dbid table-name job-name run-unit job-ID Job-step-
number System User-ID

• DB00628I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL variable-one dbid table-name auth-id SQL-table-name

Compatibility

Datacom DL1 Transparency (DBDT) (SO06714)

DBDT Version 12.0 is compatible with CTS 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.

For more information, see Datacom DL1 Transparency (DBDT) in the README Information for 15.1

Messages and Return Codes

• DB00324I - WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE DTTM date/time STCK ????????
• DB00628I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL type-request author-id SQL-table-name (SO08374)
• DB01933I - VALUE(S) NOW INVALID, SET TO - variable
• DB01934W - MUFPLEX MODE 'A' DEPRECATED, SET 'B'
• DB01935W - MUFPLEX, ONLY FIRST TWO DBIDS KEPT
• DB01936I - SMPTASK SRB, SMPTASK_USING_IEAV variable
• DB01937I - DEFAULT APPLIED - variable
• DB02853I - DAC_CONTENT dbid table status label-number V-value TRUE-n FALSE-n optional-error
• DB02854W - DAC_KEEP/DAC_CONTENT PAST ROW dbid table ROW-100 KEEP/CONTENT-200
• DSV00146I (for CCI and TCP/IP connections) - Unexpected error in send processing. Return BAD REQUEST to client.

(SO08110)
• RC94(095) - GENERAL ERROR INDICATOR - CBS ACCESS AGAINST DIRECT TABLE (SO08374)

SQL Return Codes

• -53 - STRING TOO LONG FOR COLUMN nnn
• -109- VIEW COLUMN CONTAINING EXPRESSION OR FUNCTION USED ILLIGALLY
• -164 - CHARACTER DEFAULT MORE THAN 20 BYTES
• -578 - SCALAR SUBSELECT NOT ALLOWED IN SELECT WHEN GROUP BY USED
• -579 - USER DEFAULT TRUNCATED
• -580 - SUBQUERY NOT ALLOWED in ON CLAUSE

MUF Startup Options and Console Commands Enhancements
For more information about th following commands, see Modify MUF Startup Options and Console Commands.

• DAC_KEEP (SO06365)
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The DAC_KEEP command has been enhanced to allow you to reduce the quantity of captured data. For more
information, see the Limit amount of record stored in Log Area LXX area by DAC_KEEP at the MUF Startup.

• DAC_PATH (SO06153)
DAC_PATH has four more paths that are available for use. For more information, see the Limit by Access Path at the
MUF Startup.

• DORESTART (SO05964)
DORESTART was deprecated and no longer allowed as of 11/2018. See Modify MUF Startup Options and Console
Commands.

• DORESTART_TODAY (SO05964)
DORESTART_TODAY replaces DORESTART as the MUF startup option allows for a MUF restart that failed for a
database.

• NORESTART (SO05964)
NORESTART was deprecated and no longer allowed as of 11/2018.

• NORESTART (SO05964)
NORESTART_TODAY replaces NORESTART as the MUF startup option that specifies the date that Datacom
bypasses one or more databases that cannot be restarted.

• S_NO_STRUCTURE (SO05492)
MUFPLEX statement with S_NO_STRUCTURE in place of 'S' allows you to run in a Shadow MUF environment without
a structure. Without a structure, the MUF will reject either the MUF command ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX or
MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW. This option executes a little more efficiently than the 'S' full Shadow option.

• X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD (SO05278)
X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD YES allows you to reduce the amount of 64-bit memory consumed by the MUF. Prior to
this option, the DXX memory guard was always in place for 64-bit SYSPOOL DXX buffers.

Messages

• DB01928C - NORESTART_TODAY ACCEPTED, REMOVE BEFORE NEXT MUF EXECUTION
• DB01929C - NORESTART HAS BEEN DEPRECATED, IF REQUIREMENT REVIEWED AND REQUIRED, SEE

NORESTART_TODAY
• DB01930C - DORESTART_TODAY PROVIDING WRONG DATE
• DB01931C - DORESTART_TODAY ACCEPTED, REMOVE BEFORE NEXT MUF EXECUTION
• DB01932C - DORESTART HAS BEEN DEPRECATED, IF REQUIREMENT REVIEWED AND REQUIRED, SEE

DORESTART_TODAY

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=HIST00 (SO05708)

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=HIST00 nn provides functionality that activates CXX internal history of alters by either
the Datadictionary DDUPDATE program or the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY function with OPTION=ALTER. Additionally, the
CXX history is printed using DBUTLTY function REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=Z. For more information, see CXXMAINT
(Maintain Directory).

INSERT Scalar Function (SO06396)

INSERT scalar functionality as part of the character-level scalar process allows you to use the INSERT function for your
application queries instead of a more complex expression. Additionally, start should only be between 1 and source_string
+1 (plus 1). The +1 allows you to insert the insert_string at the end of the source_string. For more information, see Scalar
Functions.
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Performance and Support

Changes were made on Support Online to modify the FTP platform for Product and Solution download orders. Instead of
two FTP options for product/solution orders, you now have a single FTP option. To view these changes, see Acquire the
Product Pax File located under Install Products Using SMP/E JCL.

Performance Enhancements

This product enhancement delivers code which addresses slow performance when scrolling through SYSOUT data set
DD@MSG.

BREAK (SO05206)

The BREAK MUF console-like command, has been enhanced to now be greater than 500. The maximum value has been
increased from 500 to 2500.

LOG_WRAP_CLEAR (SO05301)

LOG_WRAP_CLEAR YES allows you to reset the metrics of the message for how often the log fills, so that the log can be
sized properly.

STATUS_JOB (SO05221)

STATUS_JOB allows you to use the extended STATUS_JOB command for all active jobs instead of a named job so that
you can quickly determine the overall system status of jobs. Options are: '*' as "all" and generic with '?'.

Data Access Capture (SO03799)

Data Access Capture is a one-stop document that contains all of the DAC information in its entirety.

• DAC_PATH
This console-like command can be issued with the MUF enabled using any of the console-like methods.  You can set
the path to:
– YES when requests using this path are subject to logging
– NO when requests have no logging through this path
Information is provided about issuing this console-like command after the MUF startup. New syntax, parameters, and
examples are also provided.

• DAC_TABLE
Used for multiple purposes, the various forms of the command let you immediately start or stop logging for a table with
defaults. You can also stage a definition to specify non-default options and activate it. This topic includes information
about issuing this console-like command after the MUF startup. New syntax, parameters, and examples are provided.

• STATUS_DAC
This MUF command provides information about each DAC_TABLE command with current setting and occurrences. 
Only available as a MODIFY (/F) command to the MUF and not through other console-like APIs. Results are detailed in
message DB02852I. The new message format is provided.

COMM EOJ REPORT

An extra line named "*DAC*" has been added to the MUF EOJ report. Information is provided if any Data Access Capture
log records were written.  If Data Access Capture tables were defined, a page is printed with the DBID, table name, status
content, total log records, total log record bytes, and an error indicator if any has occurred. For more information, see 
COMM EOJ REPORT.
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Recovery File (RXX) Report

The REPORT with AREA=RXX function now provides a line for all Data Access Capture Log records with a header of
"*DAC*". For more information, see Recovery File (RXX) Report.

DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE (DAC) - Using the Recovery File (RXX) Read Subroutine

A new flag is added (Yes/No) where READRXX indicates that the log record being read was built because of the Data
Access Capture feature. For more information, see DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE (DAC).

TYPE=WHATIFCP (SO03704)

If you are thinking about changing compression options for a table, this function allow you to do basic "what if" analysis to
compare the storage and CPU costs of various compression options. For more information, see TYPE=WHATIFCP.

,PRTY= option (SO04095)

Depending on the size of files, a number of DBUTLTY functions can result in long run times. There are facilities to help
manage such jobs.

Each DBUTLTY function has its own default MUF execution priority (many are 16, others vary). With the PRTY=
parameter, you might specify a value of 1 (lowest) to 15 (highest) for the priority within the MUF.

NOTE

A value of 0 is allowed but indicates the default priority is to be used for the current execution.

The following DBUTLTY functions include the PRTY= parameter:

• MASSADD (Add Records to Table)
• REPLACE (Replace All Data in a Table)
• Index Area (IXX) Reports  - REPORT AREA=IXX TYPE=G
• VERINDEX (Verify Index)

For more information about the priority of DBUTLTY jobs, see Execution of DBUTLTY Jobs.

BUFFER_POOL buffers in Additional Monitoring and Debugging Tools (SO04298)

A performance enhancement is now available for additional validation by any customer. If you have feedback for us on
this feature after testing, please let us know. After validation, the new buffer allocation strategy will become the method
used for all customers, and the option provided here will be ignored. For more information, see  Additional Monitoring and
Debugging Tools.

Using Nested Table Expressions (NTE)Performance (SO04034)

MUF option SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL 1 prevents a merge join from being used except on the first join. With PTF
SO04034, the SQL Optimizer is free to use a merge join for an NTE. For more information, see Using Nested Table
Expressions (NTE) Performance.

Scalar Functions - LOCATE (SO05243), LOCATE_IN_STRING (SO05343)

• The LOCATE scalar character function returns the starting position in bytes of the first occurrence of the search_string
within the source_string. The search is case-sensitive. (SO05243)

• LOCATE_IN_STRING provides new character-level scalar functionality. This character function returns the starting
position in bytes of the instance occurrence of the search_string withing the source_string. The search is case-
sensitive. (SO05343)
For more information, see Scalar Functions.
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Update Statement

New support was added for row table expressions (RTE) in the WHERE or HAVING clause to avoid writing application
logic to merge multiple SQL statements. For more information, see Update Statement.

MUF_BUF_USE (MBU)

BUFFER-SIZE was changed to provide a better description about information that the column contains. For more
information, see MUF_BUF_USE (MBU).

,PRTY= option (SO04095)

For the DBUTLTY functions that drive the MUF with long-running requests or sets of requests, the existing keyword
PRTY= can be set to allow the function to be given one of the following new priority numbers:

• Default is 16 which allows you to get the function done quickly in a busy MUF
• Use 8 through 15 for work that  has a higher priority than most other work
• Use a 7 to indicate that this is a moderate priority or just wait for a turn
• User 1 through 6 for lower priority

NOTE

It is best not to specify this option and let it default for the MUF executions that are not normally running at high
CPU percentages.

For the small number of the MUF executions where there is a high contention for limited CPU availability, then the ,PRTY=
option is available which allows you to request priority within the MUF of 1 through 15 for the following functions:

• DEFRAG (Defragment Index)
• OLREORG (Reorganize a Database Online)
• REFGROUP Report
• DATASCAN OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS
• DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX
• DATASCAN OPTION=RESET_TSN
• DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU
• DATASCAN OPTION=SIZE_AREA
• DATASCAN OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX (and VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR)

DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE

Use DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE to log what specific records were provided by the DB engine to either the SQL engine or
directly to calling applications. The following DAC commands are new.

• DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE (DAC)
(MUF startup or console) Use Data Access Capture to log what specific records were accessed by or for an
application.

• DAC_PATH_NO
(MUF startup only) The DAC_PATH_NO command allows one or more paths of access to be excluded in selection.

• DAC_TABLE
(MUF startup only) The DAC_TABLE command provides a unique table and DBID to Data Access Capture selection.

• STATUS_DAC
(MUF Modify /F command) The MUF command, STATUS_DAC, provides information about each DAC_TABLE
command with current settings and occurrences.
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STATUS_JOB and STATUS_OLD

The STATUS_JOB and STATUS_OLD commands were enhanced to add URT to the MUF SYSOUT and Job step connect
stats.

Datacom log records, where the capture is currently externalized

In DBUTLTY, Data Access Capture (DAC) provides enhanced control information to record if the log record was added in
support of the DAC feature.

DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=RXX

The REPORT with AREA=RXX function provides many reporting options for the log data. A summary of log record
commands with a count of log records and a size of those records is provided. With Data Access Capture adding log
records, they are summarized with all the other commands.

Modern Content Blocks for I/O

A new recommended path for DASD I/O that allows you to use new hardware if available. For more information see,
Modern Content Blocks for I/O.

• IO_STYLE_NEWER
This optional command can be specified during the MUF startup or through the console. It allows you to exploit newer
hardware than standard Datacom/DB functionality. Additionally, this option causes less 24-bit memory to be used for I/
O control blocks.

• MESSAGE_ZHPF
This option is checked when the MUF opens the area and the DB00818I message can be printed.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX

The goal of this command is to second guess the secondary extent size if extends are occurring frequently which could
cause an outage. This feature activates when a data or index area fills because of adding rows to a table; or updating
rows requiring physical movement.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY

This command allows a default to retry with a smaller extend value when a dynamic extend is attempted because a file is
full and fails with a B37.

Online Table Move (TM24) and Online Block Size Alter (BA24)

The TM24 and BA24 functionalities allow you to move rows to support your business needs without causing data access
outages. The following features move all rows by table within area in Native Key Sequence.

• Online Table Move (TM24)
The DBUTLTY  console command  or use SQL console command to drive TM24 functionality. Using the MUF, you
can move all data rows from one data set to another. This task is accomplished with the same block size and without
interrupting user access to the data rows.

• Alter Area Block Size (BA24)
Using DDUPDATE with 1000 ALTER functionality, you can move all data rows from one data set to another different
block size with no interruption when accessing the data rows.

Messages
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• DB02831E – BLOCK ALTER 24X7 dbid area ERROR – variable-info (TM24 and BA24 Error message)
• DB02832I – BLOCK ALTER 24X7 dbid area STATUS – variable-info (TM24 and BA24 Status message)
• DB02833I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 897 C01 MOVED ROW 0 OF 60 (TM24 and BA24 Progress message)
• DB02836E - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid area ERROR - variable-info (TM24 and BA24 Error message)
• DB02837I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid area STATUS - variable-info (TM24 and BA24 Status message)
• DB02838I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 897 C01 MOVED ROW 0 OF 60 (TM24 and BA24 Progress message)

Scalar Character Function, POSITION

The new Scalar character function, POSITION(position_operands), returns the position of the first occurrence of the
search_string within the source_string and is expressed in terms of string_unit. For more information, see Scalar
Functions.

Messages

• DB00102I - ENDED JOB-jjjjjjjj NUMBER-nnnnn ttt-FROM=ssssssss TASK-1
• DB00133I - JOB OPEN a b c d e TASK-1
• DB00141I - DBUTLTY start/end function(-modifier) base optional-area job-name run-unit job-ID-step-number system

security-user-id
• DB00148I -

M_D_G job-name run-unit job-ID-step-number database-ID table-name SBab GB-n1 ROW-n2 IO-n3 command 
BLK-n4 command >
M_D_G job-name run-unit job-ID-step-number database-ID table-name SBab BLK(or ROW)-n4 IO-n3 dbutlty-info

• DB00151I - ENDED job-name run-unit job-id-step-number RQ-45 IO-59 E-M:S-06 R-M:S-0:5.20 TASK-1
• DB00608I - DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE COMPLETE aaaaaaaaaaaaaa job-name run-unit job-ID-step-number user-

id
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER dbid area-or-table-name item-changed jobname run-unit jobID-step-number System-where-

Job-ran external-security-ID 
This message documents minor changes to the CXX in the MUF. (SO04565)

• DB00817E - I/O ERR error dd/dtf-name ccccccc:h:r type volser volume
• DB00818I - I/O EXCP ZHPF ENABLED/DISABLED FOR ddname optional-disabled-reason (Modern Content Blocks

for I/O message)
• DB01006W - SVC DUMP FAILED, SDUMPX RC=nn, REASON=nn, WILL USE PXX INSTEAD
• DB01007I - DATACOM SVC DUMP LIMIT REACHED, WILL USE PXX INSTEAD
• DB01707W - FLEX EXTEND SUCCESSFUL ddname (DYNAMIC_EXTEND message)
• DB01708W - EXTEND RETRY X37 ddname FAILED AT last-secondary-number last-secondary-type ORIGINAL

original-secondary-number original-secondary-type RETRY retry-count retry-secondary-number retry-secondary-type
(DYNAMIC_EXTEND message)

• DB01709I - EXTEND SIZE ddname type-1 number-1 - reason-for-extend  - where-number-came-from type-2 number-2
optional-FLEX-RETRY-info (DYNAMIC_EXTEND message)

• DB01926W - CANDIDATE COMMAND, IGNORED - command-as-entered
• DB02843I - DATA AREA INFO - dbid area-name 'a' 'b' 'c' 'd' 'e' 'f' 'g' 'h' 'i' 'j'
• DB02852I - DAC_TABLE dbid table YES/NO RCDS-n BYTES-n
• DB02852I - DAC_TABLE dbid table YES/NO/*NO/NEW/OLD RCDS-n BYTES-n

This enhanced message contains more information about the status of tables being processed for Data Access
Capture.

• DB02855E – DAC_TABLE – COMMAND ERROR number
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This error message provides information if DAC_TABLE or DAC_PATH issued as a console-like command has an error
beyond basic value editing.

• DB03702W - VALIDATION SITE TESTING, NOT DOCUMENTED - command-as-entered
• DQ001E - AN INTERNAL ERROR HAS BEEN DETECTED WITHIN DATAQUERY

SQL Code

• -327 - INCREASE MUF TASKS SIZE TO AT LEAST nnnnn

Customer Ideation

• A quick reference table was added to give you a snapshot and fast access to the SQL Return Codes.
• A Datacom/DB Return Codes quick reference table was added to Messages providing a snapshot and fast access of

the Datacom/DB Return Codes.

DEFRAG

The report for the DBUTLTY DEFRAG function has been enhanced and now contains a new column for HIGH LEVEL
INDEX BLOCKS. This column provides the number of HIGH LEVEL IXX index blocks that includes one or more entries for
this key ID. For more information, see DEFRAG.

Datacom Presspack Video

The Datacom Presspack video describes data compression options using ‘what if’ report analysis in Datacom /DB,
featuring compression with Datacom Presspack for z/OS systems.

XMLAGG

The XMLAGG column function allows you to create an XML value from each row of a group. For example, you could
list each employee in a department. The values from each row of the group may be ordered. For more information, see
Scalar-Subselect.

XMLTEXT

The XMLTEXT scalar functions use the string-expression to produce XML output.

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE

The new WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE MUF command provides a path to cleaning all pended MUF information by
writing all to DASD. This command provides the following benefits:

• Drives a COMM STATS for all open databases
• Writes all pending buffers to DASD
• Causes the log area (LXX) to get to a stable state where a MUF failure has the smallest possible RESTART of the

following MUF
• Could be done before a SPILL to get all pended buffers to DASD
• Runs in parallel with any executing user jobs
• Can be done for no specific reason
• No requirements to run this command
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X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD YES

The new X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD YES MUF startup option allows a set of bytes of memory to exist between/after
every data buffer to protect against an overlay from one buffer into the next. This feature is typically not needed nor
recommended until a previous error indicates it is of value for a short time period.

DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR or DATAHEX

DATACHR and DATAHEX are new values for keyword LOGPRINT. For more information, see DBUTLTY REPORT
AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR or DATAHEX

• DATACHR prints the value in character format
• DATAHEX prints the value in hexadecimal style

1000 ALTER Transaction

This enhancement removes an edit that ensured that the Datadictionary occurrence information matched the Directory
CXX as a protection to an incorrect alter. You now have four alters: DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, and KEY. Additionally,
it will note that the occurrence information is not correct and report that in a message (DB00916W). It then corrects the
Directory CXX to have the current occurrence information. For more information, see 1000 ALTER Transaction.

RECOVERY RECBASE DBID= one base or a range of bases

When one or more DBUTLTY RECBASE statements are required, this enhancement affects only the required DBID
keyword. Before the enhancement, a single database number was allowed such as DBID=1. With the enhancement,
DBID can be one number or one range of numbers, such as DBID=300-400. The keyword may still occur only one time
per RECBASE statement. There is no change to the optional TABLE= keyword.

The intent is that when a range of bases is used in the DBID parameter, the TABLE keyword would not be used. But if
they are combined, it works as would seem logical. The TABLE name is applied to each of the bases in the range.

To make the option more useful and friendly, for each DBID in the range it works like many other DBUTLTY functions. If
the specified DBID exists, it must be able to be opened. If the TABLE keyword is set, that table must also to be present.
For bases that do not exist, no error is recognized and they are ignored. If a database specified by DBID= has no data
set names or other problems in the Directory CXX that would prevent a successful open, RECOVERY is blocked from
starting. For more information, see RECOVERY RECBASE.

STATUS_OLD

The new STATUS_OLD command is available to the MUF as a Modify (/F). The number of seconds is displayed that a
task request is available for work in the MUF.

When the STATUS_OLD command is issued, if there are no needed output lines then nothing is written to the STATUSOL
SYSOUT DD statement. If any line is needed before the first is written, a date and time line is written and applies to all
following lines until the following date and time (if any).

When a task meeting the criteria of a request in the MUF is longer than the set or defaulted seconds and it is not excluded
as an exception, then the task status information is written to STATUSOL. The first line per task contains identification
information on the left. The lines that follow.

Portfolio Simplification for Datacom Updated

A note was added about using the DB LMP key for features included in Portfolio Simplification.
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MOD Function

After dividing two numeric values, you can now use the MOD function to obtain the remainder. For more information, see
Scalar Functions.

STATUS_JOB

The new STATUS_JOB name/number command provides 'status' type output for a MUF task by task number or all tasks
for a Job name. Information written to SYSOUT DD named STATUSJB.

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes/no - When the new SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes/no set to "no", this new MUF startup
option will skip printing the commented-out options. This option makes the MUF SYSPRINT much easier to read.

COVERED

The maximum size for the COVERED. startup option was increased from 9G to 19G.

VIRTUAL

The maximum size for the VIRTUAL startup option was increased from 9G to 19G.

X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE

With this enhancement, the maximum size for the X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE startup option increased from 9G to
19G. This change only effects sizes coded as percentage. This option has no effect on a COVERED or VIRTUAL base set
as a specific size. If the option is not set, a percentage that generates a size over 2G is lowered to 2G.

JOBID and SNAME Key Type Fields

JOBID and SNAME are new key type fields when using the Accounting Facility. JOBID is the z/OS JOBID identification
of the user application. SNAME is the Jobstep Name of the user application. For more information, see Establishing
Accounting Tables.

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE and the MUF modify (/F) command

The DBUTLTY function COMM with OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’x’ has been enhanced with a new special value. The
value starts with ‘/F-‘ and ends with a MUF Modify (/F) only commands. Typically those commands must be issued using
z/OS Modify (/F) actions to an API supporting the Modify. The MUF could do them internally using the MUF start-up option
AUTO_STATUS. With the new option, the commands can be stacked in steps of a Job stream where they might provide
value.

Examples of a few console-only MUF commands are: STATUS, STATUS_LOG, and STATUS_CDC

COMM OPTION=STATUS

COMM OPTION=STATUS provides wait times for requests with TASK ACTIVE and NOT ACTIVE.

MUF

The command STATUS provides wait times for requests with TASK ACTIVE and NOT ACTIVE.

MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS

The Dynamic System Tables MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS table provides status information and has been enhanced to
optionally have wait times for requests with TASK ACTIVE and NOT ACTIVE.
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SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE

The new SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE MUF startup option allows the spill to exclude log records for one or more databases.

CXXMAINT DELETE

The following new functionality has been added to  CXXMAINT DELETE command.

• The new CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=ttt adds a 24x7 way to remove an obsoleted table from the CXX
while the base is open and in use (table is not).

• CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=IXX adds a 24x7 way to remove all unused index partitions (INN) from the
CXX while the base is open and in use.

Data Area Space Estimation Report (Device)

DBUTLTY DEVICE 3390 now records up to 2G. You can specify the RECORDS= parameter with a value of more
than 99999999 records in the REPORT DEVICE= function of DBUTLTY. Therefore, you can always run the report
and estimate the DASD extent requirements.

SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE

The new  SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE console option allows the spill to exclude log records for onr or more databases.

Replaced How to Install Articles

The articles for How to Install SQL Web Connect, How to Install Datacom Server, and How to Install Datacom Server for
SQL Web Connect previously found in 15.0 have been replaced with the following:

• How to Install Datacom SQL as an Add On for 14.0 and 15.x
• How to Install Datacom Server for z/OS r14 and r15

Messages

• DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G job-name run-unit job-ID database-ID table-name SBab GB-n1 ROW-n2 IO-n3
command BLK-n4 command
or
MESSAGE_DETAIL_G job-name run-unit job-ID database-ID table-name SBab BLK(or ROW)-n4 IO-n3 dbutlty-info

• DB00149I - MOD-INFO mod-name ccyymmdd-hhmm release ptf xyz
• DB00150I - MOD-INFO mod-name ccyymmdd-hhmm release ptf xyz
• DB00151I - ENDED DBDVLSQD 38126 JOB 16527-1 RQ-45 IO-59 E-M:S-06 R-M:S-0:5.20
• DB00152I - ENDED STATS RQ-45 IO-59 E-M:S-06 R-M:S-05.20
• DB00152E - KEY LENGTH ERROR DBID-xx TABLE ID-yy KEYID-yy INDEX KEYLEN-mm CXX KEYLEN-nn
• DB00153I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G job-name run-unit jobid-step dbid table GSET-4 UNREAD-5
• DB00270W - ACCESS TO DATACOM TABLES NOT PROTECTED BY EXTERNAL SECURITY
• DB00916W - DDUPDATE 1000 ALTER entity-type OCCURRENCE MISMATCH IGNORED, dbid optional area or table

name either CXX or DD occurrence name status version
• DB01707W - DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX hours,very-small,small,medium,large,very-large>
• DB02848I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 3312 AR2 STATUS VOLUMES FROM 1 DCMQAR
• DB03601I - USER MSG jobname jobID -text
• DB13001E - UNDEXPECTED RETURN CODE rr (iii) *short-text"
• DQ000E - DATAQUERY HAS ENCOUNTERED AN UNKNOWN ERROR MESSAGE NUMBER (nnn)
• Return Code 89 - INSUFFICIENT MEMORY - Added internal RC 003v
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Base Features
The following features and enhancements are available on the original GA Pax for 15.1:

The following features and enhancements are available on the original GA Pax for 15.1:

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

The following three articles are provided to help you install the MetaCOBOL option:

• Installing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL for Datacom Version 15.1
• Installing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL for Datacom Sites Not Yet at Version 15.1
• Installing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL for Sites that Do Not Use Datacom

Changes to Installation

• During the UNZIP process, only the SAMPJCL is being copied to DASD
• The RECEIVE process has been changed to RECEIVE FROMNTS
• The RECEIVE FROMNTS processes the RELFILES directly from the SMPNTS directory. Prior to this change, the

RELFILES were RECEIVEd from DASD.

DBSIDPR parameter (DBSYSID)

FORCE_DSN_CHAR=

This DBSYSID optional parameter allows editing of any set of characters.

DBUTLTY features

DATASCAN with OPTION=

This new function requests that MUF open the database and area named and scans the area in physical block order. The
OPTION= provides multiple choices of what the scan is to accomplish. Details of the OPTION= values are provided with
the DATASCAN function. This option replaces RETIX KEYNAME=. However, all options that are currently documented
continue to be supported. New features are done only with the new FUNCTION and keyword.

DBIN1PR DEFAULT Values

The following new values are used by the DBIN1PR process:

• KBYTES=9999
• OPTIMIZE=YES
• OPTION1=(I)
• SORT=n
• SORTDFLT=YES
• SORTDD=SORTDD
• SORTWK=9
• UNIT=XXXXXXXX

DBIN1PR FORCE Values

The following new values are used by the DBPIN1PR process:
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• OPTIMIZE=YES
• SORTDFLT=YES
• KBYTES=9999
• UNIT=XXXXXXXX
• SORTWK=9
• SORTDD=SORTDD
• OPTION1=(I)
• SORT=n
• BLKSIZE=0

LOCK OPTION=MOVER

If the step ends without the area being unlocked, this option allows LOCK to be freed. The main goal is to clear the lock if
the DBUTLTY step has for example: LOCK, BACKUP, UNLOCK. Another reason would be if the BACKUP ends with an
S122,  S222, or SB37 because it ran too long or had too much data for JCL output.

MASSADD duplicate option

This feature adds a new option to the function MASSADD of OPTION2. It has two values:

• DUPS_IGN ignores input rows that generate either return code 10 or return code 94(193).
• DUPS_DD ignores input rows that generate either return code 10 or return code 94(193) after the row is written to an

EXTRACT like output file to DD name DUPSttt. The ttt is the table name.

RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD status

A STATUS message has been added for tracking forward recovery similar to tracking BACKUP and LOAD.

REPORT RXX JOBNAME

The REPORT function with AREA=RXX and JOBNAME= can have any bytes of JOBNAME= as a question mark. The
bytes are considered generic and equal. For example, JOBNAME=CICS???? will get all jobs starting with CICS.

REPORT RXX time slices

The REPORT function with AREA=RXX provides summary information by time slices. This function was requested by
OPTION2=xxx**CDC*15, OPTION2=xxxCMT15, or OPTION2=xxxALL15. The 15 is the number of minutes per time slice.
The main goal is to size the CDC work in the LXX and then to size commit processing in the LXX.

REPORT TYPE=WHATIFCP

This feature reports on compression details that are not available in other ways. REPORT TYPE=WHATIFCP provides a
'What if" concept of different compression options. For example,

• Bytes stored if not compressed versus DB standard compression
• CPU time spent to expand using PRESSPAK WEAK versus PRESSPAK strong

The goal is to provide input if you are making choice about compression option

MUF Startup and Console Options

ACCESS DF_DS_OP

(Option of ACCESS) Use this command to reduce 24-bit memory usage for your site.
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AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING

A message is added to note when a new extent is first used for data or index information. This command is beneficial if
you are concerned with ensuring that no data or index area become full and additions get blocked. This feature does not
handle every case of DASD fragmentation but it can be helpful. This command causes message DB02827W to display

BEST_PRACTICES_OFF

Use this MUF startup option to disable a message suggestion. For more information, see BEST_PRACTICES_OFF.

BEST_PRACTICES_RC

Use this MUF startup option to set a DBMUFPR condition code to alert you that a message occurred. For more
information, see BEST_PRACTICES_RC.

CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS

(Startup and Console) If you are debugging the Change Data Capture Listener process, use this command to discover
how the process is working.

CLOSE_WITH_WAIT

(Console) The next time that the base has a time when no URT is open, you can use this command to cause MUF to
close the base. A normal CLOSE gets an error and quits if the base has any open URT. This CLOSE hangs for as long
as needed and is not intended for general user use. This command is valuable as used by Broadcom internal regression
testing.

HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES

(Startup and Console) This command drives the new message DB00623I. It provides information about start and end
MUF processing that is Support related or potentially long running.

MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT

(Startup and Console) Allows a path to prevent a MUF outage with no memory such as S878.

MESSAGE new option DD@MSG

(Startup) Allows selected messages by ID to be routed to a SYSOUT named DD@MSG instead of in the JES
LOG. Therefore, frequent rarely needed messages do not clutter the JES which makes it easier to find important
messages.

MESSAGE_DETAIL_G

(Console) This MUF console-like command is intended for testing or validating use of sequential processing. It generates
one message for every URT close that did sequential processing. This command is not intended to normally execute in
production. This command causes message DB00148I to display

MESSAGE_ERROR_CODE

(Startup) Allows all messages other than Informational to be easily findable when performing a search.

MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE

(Startup) Lets you override the MUF message type value.
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ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE

Issue this console command through any of the following ways to command MUF:

• MVS modify command ‘F’
• DBUTLTY function COMM with OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’…’
• SQL to insert a row into the Dynamic System Table SQL_CONSOLE.

OPEN_BASE

(Console) Causes MUF to open a base without waiting for an application program to drive the open. A helpful command
but it is not a required item for most sites. Broadcom internal regression testing uses this command.

RCERROR_MESSAGE

(Startup and Console) Relates to the current RCERROR command where for a given return code, a Master List and
Buffers can be set off or on to debug errors. Generates a message instead of Master List where the message would
provide time error occurred and basic information about the job that is running and the request area driving the error.
Adds messages DB02407 and DB02408. This command lets you generate a message instead of a Master List where the
message would provide the:

• time the error occurred
• basic information about the job running
• request area driving the error

RCERROR MINIMAL

(Option) Allows setting an RCERROR in the ‘internal’ value MUF reserves for errors thought to be likely user application
errors needing little in the traditional Master List. With this option, there is  too little information to debug any MUF error
itself.

RCERROR_RESET

(Startup and Console) Allows a new error occurrence to be recognized and externalized after MUF enables.

RCERROR_SUPPRESS

(Startup and Console) Adds the ability to suppress RCERROR Master List dump if they occur for the same Return Code
and Internal Return Code too frequently together.

REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD

(Console) Causes a data area to be scanned in MUF to find and then remove space used that is not currently required.
This command is beneficial if you are concerned with every byte of DASD that might be saved. Compression padding is
natural to compressed rows and removing it may slow down future row updates.

REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD

(Console) Causes a data area to be scanned in MUF to report the amount of space used that is not currently required.
This command is beneficial if you are concerned with every byte of DASD that might be saved.

SMPTASK_USING_IEAV

(Startup) This feature is available with every MUF environment currently using the SMPTASK startup command with the
fourth option set to SRB. Because this startup command uses different z/OS facilities for dispatching MUF, they are more
efficient for all CPU usage but particularly to reduce billable CPU time.
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SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE

(Startup) This feature allows the spill to exclude log records for one or more databases. It can reduce the time to SPILL
the log (LXX) to the recovery file (RXX) in addition to possible DBUTLTY RECOVERY executions.

SQL_CODE_ERROR

(Startup) Use this command to set error handling by SQL code during MUF startup as can already be done by console-
like commands.

SQL_STATE_ERROR

(Startup) Use this command to set error handling by SQL state during MUF startup as can already be done by console-
like commands.

STATUS_LOG

(Console) Use this command to request status information for the Log Area (LXX). LXX percent full is the new addition.

SUBTASK_AUTO

(Startup) Used to set automatic timed console commands.

VSM_INFO

(Console) Provides a command to get from MVS and report Virtual Storage Manager information.

X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18

(Startup and Console) Used as a debugging feature if you are getting return code 18 error in applications that are hard to
track.

X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT

(Startup and Console) Used to facilitate faster execution of the LOAD process at the cost of a less balanced index.

New MUF SYSPRINT Messages for Best Practices

Startup options are compared to what Datacom considers a Best Practice. The options that are not Best Practice are
reported in the MUF SYSPRINT JES log with what was coded and what would be within the Best Practice range. Because
not all Datacom users agree as to what is and is not a Best Practice, this is a dynamic moving target of a consensus. Or,
just what Datacom chooses.

As MUF processes Startup options, there are some that are not considered a best practice at some degree of
reasonableness. After repeating the user options, any considered not best are flagged with suggestion messages.
Messages are written to the MUF SYSPRINT DD statement:

• After doing the ECHO for the startup options in their entirety, and
• Before the MUF EOJ information pages when it terminates

Every Startup option exists for a specific reason. For instance, some:

• Meet unique client MUF environment requirements
• Provide compatibility with the past
• Exist to allow QA at Broadcom to stress test selected parts of the Environment

Having a MUF environment poorly tuned might cost your site large sums of CPU and I/O costs where little effort might
vastly reduce the cost.
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Applying Best Practices can provide safety. The majority of testing by QA at Broadcom is with best practices in place.
Therefore, if you are also running this configuration you should be more comfortable that what you are running is the
same as the majority of other users and by Broadcom.

NOTE

• Values may be flagged for being too small or too large. In addition, a target range is often provided.
• These suggestions are based on a Production MUF Environment. You might like test environments to match

production or you might like tests to be efficient as tests. Either can be right.

Suggestions have no negative consequences by default. They exist in the MUF SYSPRINT file after the input SYSIN and
before the EOJ reporting. They default to print but an option allows them individually or as a group or groups be bypassed.
For more information, see MUF startup option BEST_PRACTICES_OFF. These suggestions start within the Datacom
code and can be changed often. Actually, they are expected to be changed often.

Each suggestion is numbered and the plan is that a number once assigned is not reused for another value should the
original reason no longer be appropriate.

At this time the following are warnings against Best Practices.

1) BREAK LT 50, TARGET 100-200
2) BUFFER_POOL_DEF IXX LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
3) BUFFER_POOL_DEF DXX LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
4) BUFFER_POOL_DEF DATA LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
5) DATAPOOL DATA LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
6) DATAPOOL DATA2 LT 1000, TARGET 1K-20K
7) DATAPOOL 31BIT, TARGET 64BIT
8) DATASPACE NE 2G, TARGET 2G
9) FLEXPOOL NE 0, TARGET 0
10) FORCE_NO_64BIT YES, TARGET NO
11) IOTASK GT 5, TARGET 2
12) LOGPEND LT 1000, TARGET 10,000-32,767
13) LOGPOOL LT 5, TARGET 10
14) PXXSTATS NOT EOJPRT, TARGET EOJPRT
15) READAHD PHYSICAL, TARGET INDEX
16) SMPTASK MISSING, TARGET 2-3
17) SMPTASK LT 2 OR GT 5, TARGET 2-3
18) SMPTASK NOT SRB, TARGET SRB
19) SYSPOOL CXX LT 9, TARGET 10-15
20) SYSPOOL IXX LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
21) SYSPOOL DXX LT 1000, TARGET 10K-25K

22) SYSPOOL 31BIT, TARGET 64BIT
23) SMPTASK_USING_IEAV NOT YES
24) HISTORY MISSING
25) LOGRCV SET AS NO/NEVER
26) LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS LESS THAN 2000
27) LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES LESS THAN 5
28) LOGSPILL ''B'' GT 90, TARGET 90 DOWN TO 25
29) SYSOUT MISSING
30) LOG_RECORD_FORMAT NOT 1

31) LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS NOT YES
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MUF Startup SYSIN Error Messages

The goal of the following updated messages is to provide a better interpretation by including the valid values. For
example, if a value must be a number between 1 and 5000 and you provide either 'YES' or '8888', then the message
includes the values 1 and 5000.

■    DB01910E - PARAMETER OUT OF RANGE - VALID RANGE 1-5000

■    DB01911E - PARAMETER HAS INVALID VALUE - VALID ENTRIES: YES, NO

■    DB01917E - INVALID MIX OF OPTIONS - CONFLICT WITH TASKS OPTION 1

■    DB01920E - TOO MANY PARAMETERS

Faster Restart Processing

Database administrators now have faster restart processing to support 24x7 environments by using parallel processing
that incorporates multiple tasks. Up to the first 500 provided user tasks are used. Except for the last user task, all tasks
are used for maintenance command reprocessing. The last task is reserved for any required OPEN commands.

Taking advantage of faster restart processing in Datacom/DB is transparent to users. Parallel processing functionality
requires no Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option specifications.

If a MUF fails or is canceled, a wide variety of data changes that were in-flight are left unresolved. The MUF restart
process is automatically initiated when the MUF is started. If the MUF had an abnormal end, the restart process detects
it. Previously, when MUF had an abnormal end, the restart process ran in a serial order. In-flight transactions were
reprocessed in a time-sequence order to return the database to stability. Parallel processing techniques that use multiple
tasks complete restart processing in less time.

During MUF restart, incomplete requests are reprocessed. The tasks that are used in parallel are provided by the first
parameter of the MUF startup option TASKS. They are used and reused as the restart process sees fit to minimize
elapsed time during the reprocessing.

Reprocessing is done in the main task TCB and in any of the additionally allocated TCBs or SRBs that were specified with
the MUF startup option SMPTASKS.

The parallel processing in the provided task areas occurs with two infrequent exceptions. Required openings of data sets
occur sequentially in the last task area. Maintenance to the same row that is already in process in a task area waits on its
completion before starting.

A new DBMFSPR subtask is used for controlling and driving the main TCB. The activity of the DBMFSPR subtask is
reflected in the MUF EOJ report section for all TCBs and SRBs.

The primary reason for faster restart processing is to support 24x7 environments. If there is a MUF outage, faster restart
processing means that MUF is more quickly enabled. Outages are rare, and the savings of faster restart processing
are important. Faster reprocessing means that you can increase the value of the MUF startup option LOGPEND. The
LOGPEND option defines the size of the pipeline. The size of the pipeline significantly impacts MUF performance.
Increasing the LOGPEND value improves the performance of MUF in general. There is less risk of time expenditures for
reprocessing due to an outage.

The restart report includes two new sections that report parallel processing.

• The first new section contains aggregate statistics that are related to reprocessing.
• The second new section contains task-level statistics that are related to reprocessing.

Generating Source Members from CUSLIB Content

The DBCGSPR utility reads a CUSLIB concatenation and generates source macros with all the parameters specified to
assemble to create a new CUSLIB. This utility is intended to facilitate upgrading from one release of Datacom to a newer
release. The messages that are generated range from DB30201I to DB30299I.
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64-bit Memory and MUF Data Buffers

Database administrators benefit from using 64-bit memory for MUF data buffers. MUF data buffers are the set of buffers
that the database region (MUF) uses to hold customer data blocks. The data buffer pool is one of the largest consumers
of memory.

MUF data buffers default to 64-bit memory. MUF data buffer pools previously used 31-bit memory. A larger data buffer
pool is allowed with 64-bit memory. A larger data buffer pool can enhance performance. 64-bit memory speeds processing
by allowing 31-bit memory to be used for non-data buffer work. If the 64-bit default is not wanted, a fifth parameter on the
MUF startup option DATAPOOL allows the specification of 31-bit MUF data buffers.

Note: 31-bit memory is limited to a 2G maximum but is less than 2G in normal implementations. Availability of 64-bit
memory in z/OS operating systems is significantly larger with a maximum 64-bit storage of 2 TB.

SEQBUFS URT

The additional sequential buffers allocated for read ahead processing based on the SEQBUFS URT specification are now
allocated in 64-bit memory. This is done if normal data buffers are allocated in 64-bit memory.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND

Datacom strives to provide 24x7 support. When an application needs to add data to a VIRTUAL database area but that
area has become full, 24X7 operation is threatened. To minimize that threat, Datacom Version 15.0 supports the dynamic
extension of VIRTUAL database areas. Previous releases only supported dynamic extensions for DASD data sets.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND is a console-like command that is used to perform on-demand dynamic extends while the DASD
data set or VIRTUAL database area to be extended is open and the MUF is being used. Before Version 15.0, the
DYNAMIC_EXTEND console-like command only applied to DASD data sets. For details, see DYNAMIC_EXTEND in MUF
Startup Options and Console/Console-Like Commands.

31-bit Memory Available for Link-Edit in DSF Calling Programs

You can link edit as AMODE 31 or RMODE ANY when you execute your DSF-calling program with VPE 14.0 or later. Any
of the control blocks passed to DSF can reside in 31-bit memory even if your program is linked as AMODE 24.

Variable Log Area (LXX) Support of Larger Row Sizes

As a Database Administrator, in Datacom/DB Version 15.0 you can log data maintenance for tables, including tables with
long rows, using high-speed logging.

Segmented Logging

All logging in Datacom/DB Version15.0 can use high-speed variable logging. Tables that have rows too large to fit in 32
K of DASD, previously required spanned logging, a slower LXX option. Spanned logging is supported, because users of
spanned logging might need to migrate easily from Version 14.0 to Version 15.0, with the ability to do a fallback. When
Version 15.0 is fully established at your site and there is no danger of needing a fallback, convert from spanned logging to
high-speed variable logging.

Segmented log records are used to support large log records within variable logging. Hardware limitations require that
tables with rows too large to fit in 32 K of DASD to use segmented log records. Records are segmented into one to three
physical block records, depending on their size.

Segmented logging means:

• Records written to the LXX provide high-speed variable logging
• Benefits of multiple block and track writes and reads are retained
• Variable logging is available to all users

LXX and RXX
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The read functions of the LXX and RXX detect segmented log records and rebuild them into a single record before that
record is read. Recovery is unhindered by segmented logging, because segmented records are not spilled using different
spill functions. The method by which segmented records are written to the LXX ensures there are no errors in restart
processing.

Release Upgrade and Fallback.

Variable logging produces substantial performance improvement over spanned logging. When sites that have tables with
large rows convert from spanned to segmented (variable) logging, make certain that any restart processing required after
a MUF termination is restarted with Version 15.0 code, not Version 14.0 code. If restart is not required, fallback to Version
14.0 is fully supported.

Version 14.0 has been enhanced to allow the reading of Recovery File(s) (RXX) that are built by Version 15.0.

NOTE

RXX files are required so that a Version 15.0 MUF can have its LXX read and handled by the various readers
of the Version 14.0 LXX, including the DBUTLTY functions RECOVERY and READRXX. The restart process is
different, however. Version 14.0 has not been enhanced to support an LXX with segmented log records.

The Force Area (FXX)

The Force Area (FXX) has been enhanced in Version 15.0 to fully support variable LXX areas and large log records. The
FXX can be and should be a fixed block area initialized at half track. Alternately, the FXX can be a spanned block area to
provide compatibility with prior releases.

Index Swap

Index swap allows you to ‘move’ an index definition and set of values from one index area to another. For example,
assume a table with five index definitions (keys) that has all present in the IXX index area. You want to move one of the
five from the IXX area to a new I01 index area:

• To promote better performance by lowering the index levels to save I/O and CPU time
• By allowing the new index area to be in its own buffer pool for potentially better performance
• By allowing the new index area to be covered where only the moved index is covered, not the entire database

The normal process to achieve these goals involves:

• Closing the database
• A new database catalog to define particular index definition from the IXX to the I01 area
• A RETIX with MINIMAL=YES to first delete the index information from the IXX and second to scan all data, to build up

the index information in I01

The outage that is required for these steps would take a significant amount of time for a large area. But the new Index
Swap ability is a very small step in a process to perform the move in a 24x7 way with zero outage or no new outage, or
a very short outage. The process is to first define a new key definition for the same fields of the table having a different
key name, a different key ID, and a different index area name. This new key is set to no key usage so it is not used by
any program. The new key is cataloged and a task is started to read every row for the table and add the key value to the
new index. This process takes as long as needed, based on number of records. It runs in full parallel with all user program
activity. When the new key is fully populated, the Index Swap occurs in the CXX on DASD without hurting memory or any
user applications with the table open and processing.

For sites using the MUFPLEX Shadow ability to migrate with no outage to data access, when the Shadow MUF is next
part of a migration, the work there will be with the new key in the new index area, and the old index in the IXX is not used.
For sites using the MUFPLEX Shadow ability where the enabled MUF is canceled and the Shadow takes over will have
the short time between enabled to enable, but the new key is fully used in the new MUF. For other sites, the new key
takes effect when the table is closed and so reopened.
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Once the new key is in use by any of the methods above, the old key definition in the IXX area can be set to be deleted in
the 24x7 way, having no outage.

The details of the feature allow you to use the 1000 SWAP transaction with the -UPD header transaction for a KEY with a
KEY-TYPE attribute value of "I" (Index). Under this new process, you can add a KEY definition into the TABLE structure
reflecting the KEY occurrence to be replaced with the desired modifications. This KEY must be set to provide no key
usage. This KEY occurrence is then applied to the CXX using the APPPLYCXX function. Once the new index is built, the
new index is used to replace the old index with minimal processing interruption. Once the new index is in place and you
are satisfied, the old index can be deleted using the APPLYCXX function.

NOTE
This feature is limited to KEY structures containing the same fields.

Index swapping also allows two other rarely changed key definition attributes that do not affect application programs to be
changed in the same 24x7 way. By supporting changes without application program changes, a database administrator
can address, without risk, potential tuning benefits that are related to performance.

The first attribute that can be different is a key set as INCLUDE-NIL-KEY YES or NO. The INCLUDE-NIL-KEY attribute
defaults to YES and is not often used set to NO. A NIL-KEY is one that has an entire key length of fields containing all
binary zeros or all blanks. With INCLUDE-NIL-KEY set to YES, these index entries exist and are available to the RAAT
and SAAT (set-at-a-time) commands, which are needed if the key is used to find all records in the table. The ability to set
INCLUDE-NIL-KEY to NO forces those index entries to not exist and are therefore not available to the RAAT and SAAT
commands. This is considered a performance or tuning ability. The option must be set to YES for the Master Key and
the Native Sequence Key. An example of the option being useful is a secondary key that is defined as fields that are a
previous address for a person. If an address is known, it would be present and subject to finding the row. If there is not
an address, the blank (or binary zeros) in the field have no value to be added to the index or searched for in the index. A
savings of DASD and time to add or delete the blank field would not be a “value.”

The second attribute that can be different is a key set as UNIQUE. This attribute defaults to NO and can be NO or YES. If
set to YES, it ensures that a row cannot be added with the same value as another row in the table.

All three attributes require changes to the index areas on DASD and are grouped in this key swap feature. The following
steps are needed to complete the process:

1. Add a new key definition to the table that has a key defined, similar to the key to be changed, except it has a different
Datacom Name (a temporary name that is not used), different Key ID, and different attribute of the three above that
can be changed. This key definition is temporary and should be set to key usage NONE.

2. If the index name is to be changed and the name is not currently in use by another key in the database that is
initialized and loaded, the index name needs to be subjected to the DBUTLTY function PREINIT so that is it initialized
and ready for use.

3. The new key definition needs to be cataloged using DDUPDATE to the CXX. This process is explained in more detail
in Datacom Datadictionary documentation that discusses adding or deleting index definitions in "real time," that is, in
a 24X7 manner. After the catalog of the key, time must pass to all the MUF system to build the new index definition
requirements.

4. After the new key definition is fully in place, the key swap can occur. The two key definitions to be swapped must both
be in a LOADED status in the CXX. The key in use that is to be replaced is selected and the new key that is not in use
that is to be the replacement is provided with the batch transaction 1000 SWAP. From the CXX point of view, the two
keys have their key IDs swapped and the three options subject to the swap. The swap occurs to the CXX on DASD,
not in memory. The memory information supports existing user programs that are running and sees no effect from the
swap. Therefore, the existing user programs are not impacted in any way. The change is in place for applications once
the database is closed and then reopened. The close might be delayed until the next natural planned outage, including
migrating to a Shadow MUF.

5. After the database with the table that has the keys that were swapped has been subject to being closed in all
appropriate MUF environments, the old key definition can be deleted using the "real time" key deletion feature that
promotes 24x7 operations.
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For more information, see the 1000 SWAP batch transaction.

SQL DDL Statements

The CREATE AREA and CREATE DATABASE statements, and the associated statements ALTER AREA, ALTER
DATABASE, DROP AREA, and DROP DATABASE, are new Datacom/DB SQL Data Definition Language (DDL)
statements in Version 15.0.

We recommended that a COMMIT be issued immediately after using SQL DDL statements to create areas or databases.
Changes to the Directory (CXX) are committed when they are applied, but In SQL, the Datacom Datadictionary and DDD
can become out of synch if a ROLLBACK function is executed after the successful execution of a DDL statement. Issuing
a COMMIT after using a DDL statement keeps the Datacom Datadictionary and DDD in sync.

The syntax of the CREATE TABLE statement now allows the specification of an authorization ID with the area in which the
table is created.

NOTE

For more information, search for any of the attributes applied to the DATABASE and AREA are already in use
and defined.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS

The console-like command DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS had three valid values in previous releases, OLD, CYL, and TRK.
In version 15.0, DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS has two valid values, CYL and TRK. DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS is used to
select the units reported in the dynamic extend messages DB01705 and DB01706.

Tracing DSOP during Debugging

If Support requests you to debug DSOP processing, they might ask you to trace various conditions using
X_TRACE_DSM. The X_TRACE_DSM command traces all DSOP processing for all databases and areas. Sometimes
this is what is needed; but sometimes only a single database area is needed and the trace needs to be restricted. A new
console-like command has been added to restrict X_TRACE_DSM information to a single database area

The new console-like command is X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE dbid,area. It restricts the tracing to the single DBID and area
names provided. If the DBID is set to 0 (with any area name), the trace is unrestricted. We recommend you do not use
X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE unless directed to do so by Support.

New Console-like Command SQL_ALLOW_TIME_240000

By default, MUF does not allow SQL to insert a row with a time value of 240000. However, some applications require this
time value. You can set a value of 240000 by specifying YES for SQL_ALLOW_TIME_240000 during MUF startup, or
later. Previously, setting a value of 240000 was done using DIAGOPTION 1,64,ON which is no longer used in Version
15.0.

SQL Support for Unsigned Binary Numbers

Before this feature, all binary numbers were reported as signed. For large numbers that had the sign bit on were reported
as negative or minus numbers. SQL unsigned binary numbers are allowed in Version 15.0. Therefore, if a field is not
signed but is a large positive number, it is listed correctly in Version 15.0 reports.

UPGRADE Version 14.0 to 15.0 and Fallback

With Version 15.0, each and every upgrade and fallback issues from past releases have been reviewed. A set of new
rules and processes allow a user at Version 14.0 to upgrade with one of the following two basic strategies:
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• Users of small or test systems, who are permitted an outage to do an upgrade, can use a simple set of steps similar to
prior releases to perform the upgrade in one simple outage while the MUF is disabled and without any executions of
Version 14.0.

• For production environments and large users, there is a straight-forward set of multiple step processes that allow an
upgrade with no system outage but short times when a single database (or set) might need to be closed and reopened.

There are two methods to upgrade a Datacom/DB 14.0 MUF to a Version 15.0 MUF to support these strategies.

• Active MUF Upgrade (new)
• Traditional Upgrade (prior single method)

Information about all three methods is documented in the Datacom/DB article titled, “Performing a Version 14.0 to 15.0
Multi-User Facility (MUF) Upgrade.”

New DOCUMENT Reserved Word

In Version 15.0, DOCUMENT is a new Datacom Datadictionary entity-type. If you have previously named a user-defined
entity-type or a user-defined non-SQL table DOCUMENT, rename it before upgrading to Datacom Version 15.0.

Upgrading the Multi-User Facility (MUF) Version 14.0 to 15.x

Version 15.x completely removes the outage when upgrading a CXX from one release to the next. Version 15.x supports a
CXX initialized and used as Version 14.0. In fact, 15.x can only initialize a CXX as Version 14.0.

Portfolio Simplification for Datacom
Learn about features and capabilities in Datacom for z/OS and Datacom for z/VSE.

IMPORTANT
LMP checking for features that are included in Portfolio Simplification is done using the DB LMP key.
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z/OS Platform

Datacom for z/OS now includes the following features and capabilities.

Component Description

Datacom CICS Services CICS Services enable IBM® CICS® tasks to execute requests to the Datacom relational
database. CICS Services provide built-in performance monitoring capabilities for the
CICS connections to the database.

Datacom Datadictionary Datadictionary is a powerful online/batch metadata management facility that is used to
edit and browse the metadata that is stored in the dictionary. The Datadictionary is user
extendable to add more business information.

Dataquery Dataquery is an online query tool and report writer that accesses data that is stored in a
Datacom database, providing a simple and easy to use ad hoc facility.

Datacom Fast Restore Fast Restore provides a simple way to compress recovery (audit) information so that if
a disaster occurs, a database recovery from a backup can be completed much faster
(elapsed time).

Datacom SQL SQL provides SQL query and update access to Datacom databases, supporting existing
databases defined using Datadictionary and new databases defined using SQL DDL.

Datacom VSAM Transparency VSAM Transparency is a program interface that allows VSAM data to be moved to the
relational database while the VSAM-based applications continue to run unchanged.
VSAM data migrated to the database is immediately available for modern (SQL) access.

Datacom Server Provides open access to data stored in Datacom databases using dynamic SQL with
both the ODBC and JDBC application program interfaces.

Ideal Option for VSAM Allows Ideal programmers to access data that is stored on VSAM data sets as part of
their Ideal transactions.

z/VSE Platform

Datacom for z/VSE now includes the following features and capabilities.

Component Description

Datacom CICS Services CICS Services enables CICS tasks to execute requests to the Datacom relational
database. CICS Services provide built-in performance monitoring capabilities for the
CICS connections to the database.

Datacom Datadictionary Datadictionary is a powerful online/batch metadata management facility that is used to
edit and browse the metadata that is stored in the dictionary. The Datadictionary is user
extendable to add more business information.

Dataquery Dataquery is an online query tool and report writer that accesses data that is stored in a
Datacom database, providing a simple and easy to use ad hoc facility.

Datacom Fast Restore Fast Restore provides a simple way to compress recovery (audit) information so that if
a disaster occurs, a database recovery from a backup can be completed much faster
(elapsed time).

Datacom SQL SQL provides SQL query and update access to Datacom databases, supporting existing
databases defined using Datadictionary and new databases defined using SQL DDL.

Datacom Server Provides open access to data stored in Datacom databases using dynamic SQL with
both the ODBC and JDBC application program interfaces.
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Component Description

Datacom VSAM Transparency VSAM Transparency is a program interface that allows VSAM data to be moved to the
relational database while the VSAM-based applications continue to run unchanged.
VSAM data migrated to the database is immediately available for modern (SQL) access.

Ideal Option for VSAM Allows Ideal programmers to access data that is stored on VSAM data sets as part of
their Ideal transactions.

Next Steps

To use these options, go to your usual download facility (for example, Support Online) and download the additional
component features from the drop-down list. If one of the downloads requires an LMP key, follow your usual process to
acquire the key.

This documentation site details all Datacom/DB and Datacom/DB database functionality, including the previously
mentioned components.

If you have questions or comments regarding Datacom/DB or Datacom/DB database, use the commenting feature.

Release Comparison
This table compares the key new or updated features in all active releases of Datacom.

Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

Datacom SQL Performance
Analyzer

yes no no no

VSAM Linear Datasets with
Media Manager (with Pervasive
Encryption)

yes no no no

CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALTMEM yes no no no
DISCONNECT_TASK yes no no no
BUFFER_POOL_DATA yes no no no
BUFFER_POOL_DELETE yes no no no
BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE yes no no no
BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE yes no no no
Datacom REST API yes no no no
TO_DATE yes no no no
DAYNAME yes no no no
DAYOFWEEK yes no no no
DAYOFWEEK_ISO yes no no no
DAYOFYEAR yes no no no
TO_DATE yes no no no
RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY yes no no no
STOP_LOOP_HANG yes no no no
ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE yes no no no
DEFAULT_INIT_IXX yes no no no
ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 yes no no no
QUIESCE_DBID yes no no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING yes no no no
BREAK yes no no no
DATASPACE yes no no no
FORMAT2 INDEX yes no no no
LOGPEND yes no no no
MONTHNAME (scalar function) yes no no no
NONSWAP yes no no no
PXXSTATS yes no no no
SMPTASK yes no no no
SMPTASK_USING_IEAV yes no no no
VTOC_DATE_DAILY yes no no no
X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING yes no no no
SUBSTRING_INDEX (scalar
function)

yes no no no

TIMESTAMPDIFF (scalar
function)

yes no no no

TRANSLATE (scalar function) yes no no no
DAC_CONTENT_AND yes no no no
DAC_CONTENT_OR yes no no no
HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE yes no no no
REPORT TYPE=EVENT yes no no no
INSERT (scalar function) yes no no no
CXXMAINT ALTER
OPTION2=HIST00 nn

yes no no no

S_NO_STRUCTURE yes no no no
X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD yes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDSyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEXyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=RESET_TSNyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=SET_DATAHUyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=SIZE_AREAyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE
(and
VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR)

yes no no no

DEFRAG (Defragment Index) yes no no no
MASSADD yes no no no
MUF_BUF_USE yes no no no
OLREORG (Reorganize a
Database Online)

yes no no no

REFGROUP Report yes no no no
REPLACE yes no no no
REPORT AREA=IXX TYPE=G yes no no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

VERINDEX yes no no no
DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE yes no no no
DAC_KEEP yes no no no
DAC_PATH (formerly
DAC_PATH_NO)

yes no no no

DAC_ TABLE yes no no no
DORESTART_TODAY yes no no no
STATUS_DAC yes no no no
STATUS_JOB yes no no no
IO_STYLE_NEWER yes no no no
LOG_WRAP_CLEAR yes no no no
MESSAGE_ZHPF yes no no no
NORESTART_TODAY yes no no no
Online Table Move (TM24) yes no no no
Online Block Size Alter (BA24) yes no no no
Modern Content Blocks for I/O yes no no no
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX yes no no no
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY yes no no no
SQL Return Codes Quick
Reference

yes no no no

SQL Nested Table Expressions
(NTE)

yes no no no

Datacom/DB Return Codes
Quick Reference

yes no no no

XMLAGG yes no no no
XMLTEXT yes no no no
DBUTLTY REPORT
AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR
or DATAHEX

yes no no no

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE yes no no no
X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD_
YES

yes no no no

1000 ALTER Transaction yes no no no
DBUTLTY RECOVERY
RECBASE DBID=one base or a
range of bases

yes no no no

Portfolio Simplification for
Datacom

yes no no no

STATUS_OLD name/number
command

yes no no no

STATUS_JOB name/number
command

yes no no no

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes
/no

yes no no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

COVERED yes no no no
VIRTUAL yes no no no
X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE yes no no no
COMM OPTION=CONSOLE yes no no no
COMM OPTION=STATUS yes no no no
SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE yes no no no
CXXMAINT
OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=ttt

yes no no no

CXXMAINT
OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=IXX

yes no no no

CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINI
T

yes no no

Data Area Space Estimation
Report (Device)

yes no no no

Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL

yes no no no

DBUTLTY New Features (8
enhancements)

yes no no no

DATASCAN with OPTION= yes no no no
LOCK OPTION=MOVER yes no no no
MASSADD DUPS_IGN yes no no no
MASSADD DUPS_DD yes no no no
RECOVERY
OPTION=FORWARD

yes no no no

REPORT with AREA=RXX and
JOBNAME

yes no no no

REPORT TYPE=WHATIFCP yes no no no
ACCESS DF_DS_OP yes no no no
BEST_PRACTICES_OFF yes no no no
BEST_PRACTICES_RC yes no no no
CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS yes no no no
CLOSE_WITH_WAIT yes no no no
HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES yes no no no
MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT yes no no no
MESSAGE_DETAIL_G yes no no no
MESSAGE_ERRPR_CODE yes no no no
MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE yes no no no
ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE yes no no no
OPEN_BASE yes no no no
RCERROR_MESSAGE yes no no no
RCERROR MINIMAL yes no no no
RCERROR_RESET yes no no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

RCERROR_SUPPRESS yes no no no
RCERROR_SUPPRESS yes no no no
REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD yes no no no
REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD yes no no no
SQL_CODE_ERROR yes no no no
SQL_STATE_ERROR yes no no no
SUBTASK_AUTO yes no no no
VSM_INFO yes no no no
X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 yes no no no
X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT yes no no no
Message New
Option DD@MSG

yes no no no

New SQL DDL Statements
(CREATE/ALTER/DROP
DATABASE and AREA)

yes no no no

New MUF SYSPRINT
messages for "Best Practices" 
(31)

yes no no no

Enhanced MUF Startup SYSIN
Error Messages (4)

yes no no no

Faster Restart Processing
(parallelism)

yes no no no

64-Bit Memory Used for MUF
Data Buffers

yes no no no

Enhanced 14.0 Upgrade
Facilities to 15.0 and 15.1
including no-outage option

yes yes no no

Ideal Output as an XML
Document

yes yes no no

Adding/Deleting an Index on
Open Table

yes yes no no

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation
(MUF Dispatching
Enhancement)

yes yes yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation
(from typically 50%+ to as much
as 90%)

yes yes yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation
(typically about 50%
improvement over 12.0)

yes yes yes yes

Extending Virtual Database
Areas

yes yes no no

Extending Temporary Table
Manager (TTM)

yes yes no no

DBUTLTY INIT All Areas in a
Database

yes yes no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

Log Area Enhancements (5
Enhancements)

yes yes no no

URI Reuse yes yes no no
Simplification of Datacom
Program Call (PC) Routines

yes yes no no

SQL Source Cache yes yes no no
Dynamic System Table
Versioning Enhancement

yes yes no no

DBUTLTY REPORT
TYPE=DATASP Enhancement

yes yes no no

RAAT Long Keys yes yes no no
OPEN/CLOSE Processing
Improvement

yes yes no no

INDEX Key Usage
Enhancement 

yes yes no no

SQL Plan Versioning yes yes yes no
Online Fast Compress yes yes yes no
Change Data Capture
(CDC) support for
EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME

yes yes yes no

Change Data Capture Plus
(CDC Plus)

yes yes yes no

Fast ADDIT yes yes yes no
High Used Mark yes yes yes no
Online Area Move for CXX and
FXX Areas

yes yes yes no

Online Area Move for Data and
Index Areas

yes yes yes no

Index QUEUE Performance
Improvement

yes yes yes no

Additional DBC Performance
enhancements

yes yes yes no

Customize Code Pages for
JDBC Type 4 Connections

yes yes yes no

Automatic CXX Information
Updates

yes yes yes no

Index Queue Processing
Updates (3 enhancements)

yes yes yes no

SQL Processing Updates (5
enhancements)

yes yes yes no

SYNCPOINT Processing
Improvements

yes yes yes no

Enhanced Messages Around
Enqueued Resources

yes yes yes no

Data Encryption yes yes yes yes
SIMPLIFY Feature yes yes yes yes
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

Replacement of Prior Datacom
SVC with Datacom Program
Call Routine

yes yes yes yes

Large Page Support for Buffers yes yes yes yes
DBUTLTY COMM
OPTION=STATUS

yes yes yes yes

Health Checks (3) yes yes yes yes
XCF_FROM Startup Option and
Console-Like Command

yes yes yes yes

64-bit Memory Exploitation -
DXX Buffers

yes yes yes yes

MUF Additional Buffer Pools yes yes yes yes
New and Updated Dynamic
System Tables

yes yes yes yes

CXXCLONE yes yes yes yes
External Security for DBUTLTY
Functions

yes yes yes yes

EXPAND no no no yes
Datadictionary Structure
Definition Comparator
(DDSDCLM)

yes yes yes yes

More resources

For a high-level summary of any of the following features, see the corresponding dates in the Datacom Features topic or
for Tools features, see:

• Datacom CICS Services New and Enhanced Features for 15.x
• Ideal New and Enhanced Features for 15.x
• Ideal New and Enhanced Features for 15.x
• Datacom Server New and Enhanced Features for 15.x

Release Comparison - Tools
Review a table that compares the key new or updated features in all active releases for Datacom.

This table compares the key features in the following releases:

Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

DAC_CONTENT_AND yes no

DAC_CONTENT_OR yes no

REPORT TYPE=EVENT yes no

INSERT (scalar function) yes no

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=HIST00 nn yes no

S_NO_STRUCTURE yes no

X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD yes no

DATASCAN_OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS yes no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

DATASCAN_OPTION=RESET_TSN yes no

DATASCAN_OPTION=SET_DATAHU yes no

DATASCAN_OPTION=SIZE_AREA yes no

DATASCAN_OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE (and
VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR)

yes no

DEFRAG (Defragment Index) yes no

MASSADD yes no

MUF_BUF_USE yes no

OLREORG (Reorganize a Database Online) yes no

REFGROUP Report yes no

REPLACE yes no

REPORT AREA=IXX TYPE=G yes no

VERINDEX yes no

DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE yes no

DAC_PATH (formerly DAC_PATH_NO) yes no

DAC_ TABLE yes no

STATUS_DAC yes no

Online Table Move (TM24) yes no

Online Block Size Alter, IO_STYLE_NEWER, (BA24) yes no

Modern Content Blocks for I/O yes no

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX yes no

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY yes no

SQL Return Codes Quick Reference yes no

SQL Nested Table Expressions (NTE) yes no

Datacom/DB Return Codes Quick Reference yes no

XMLAGG yes no

XMLTEXT yes no

DBUTLTY REPORT
AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR or DATAHEX

yes no

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE yes no

X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD_YES yes no

1000 ALTER Transaction yes no

DBUTLTY RECOVERY RECBASE DBID=one base
or a range of bases

yes no

Portfolio Simplification for Datacom yes no

STATUS_OLD name/number command yes no

STATUS_JOB name/number command yes no

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes/no yes no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

COVERED yes no

VIRTUAL yes no

X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE yes no

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE yes no

COMM OPTION=STATUS yes no

SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE yes no

CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=ttt yes no

CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=IXX yes no

Data Area Space Estimation Report (Device) yes no

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL yes no

DBUTLTY New Features (8 enhancements) yes no

MUF Startup and Console Options (27
enhancements)

yes no

Message New Option DD@MSG yes no

New SQL DDL Statements (CREATE/ALTER/DROP
DATABASE and AREA)

yes no

New MUF SYSPRINT messages for "Best Practices"
  (31)

yes no

Enhanced MUF Startup SYSIN Error Messages (4) yes no

Faster Restart Processing (parallelism) yes no

64-Bit Memory Used for MUF Data Buffers yes no

Enhanced 14.0 Upgrade Facilities to 15.0 and 15.1
including no-outage option

yes yes

Ideal Output as an XML Document yes yes

Adding/Deleting an Index on Open Table yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (MUF Dispatching
Enhancement)

yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (from typically 50%+ to
as much as 90%)

yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (typically about 50%
improvement over 12.0)

yes yes

Extending Virtual Database Areas yes yes

Extending Temporary Table Manager (TTM) yes yes

DBUTLTY INIT All Areas in a Database yes yes

Log Area Enhancements yes yes

URI Reuse yes yes

Simplification of Datacom Program Call (PC)
Routines

yes yes

SQL Source Cache yes yes
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

Dynamic System Table Versioning Enhancement yes yes

DBUTLTY REPORT TYPE=DATASP Enhancement yes yes

RAAT Long Keys yes yes

OPEN/CLOSE Processing Improvement yes yes

INDEX Key Usage Enhancement yes yes

SQL Plan Versioning yes yes

Online Fast Compress yes yes

Change Data Capture (CDC) support for
EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME

yes yes

Change Data Capture Plus (CDC Plus) yes yes

Fast ADDIT yes yes

High Used Mark yes yes

Online Area Move for CXX and FXX Areas yes yes

Online Area Move for Data and Index Areas yes yes

Index QUEUE Performance Improvement yes yes

Additional DBC Performance enhancements yes yes

Customize Code Pages for JDBC Type 4
Connections

yes yes

Automatic CXX Information Updates yes yes

Index Queue Processing Updates (3 enhancements) yes yes

SQL Processing Updates (5 enhancements) yes yes

SYNCPOINT Processing Improvements yes yes

Enhanced Messages Around Enqueued Resources yes yes

Data Encryption yes yes

SIMPLIFY Feature yes yes

Replacement of Prior Datacom SVC with Datacom
Program Call Routine

yes yes

Large Page Support for Buffers yes yes

DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=STATUS yes yes

Health Checks (3) yes yes

XCF_FROM Startup Option and Console-Like
Command

yes yes

64-bit Memory Exploitation - DXX Buffers yes yes

MUF Additional Buffer Pools yes yes

New and Updated Dynamic System Tables yes yes

CXXCLONE yes yes

External Security for DBUTLTY Functions yes yes
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

Datadictionary Structure Definition Comparator
(DDSDCLM)

yes yes

Release Compatibility and Support
Learn more about Datacom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools; Release and Support Lifecycle Dates; and
the Maintenance Grids for zOS and zVSE. This article also covers mainframe compatibilities, Broadcom recommended
service for zOS, and the Datacom CADRE community.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Datacom CADRE (the Datacom User Community)

Product Accessibility Features
We are committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with Datacom.

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution

Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• Icon size

Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.
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• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume

Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate

Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

• Tones

Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed

Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

• Click Lock

Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

• Reverse Action

Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

• Blink Rate

Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

• Pointer Options

Let you do the following:

• – Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box
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Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• ACF2
• Disk
• Dynam/D
• Ideal
• IPC
• eMail
• Sort
• Auditor
• CIS
• Chorus Software Manager
• Common Components and Services
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Datacom Presspack
• Datacom SQL
• Datacom DL1 Transparency
• Datacom STAR
• Datacom TOTAL Transparency
• Datacom/DB
• Health Checker
• Librarian
• LMP
• MetaCOBOL+
• OPS/MVS
• Panvalet
• Roscoe
• CARS
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• SYSVIEW
• Top Secret
• Vollie

Third-Party License Agreements for Datacom SQL Performance
Analyzer
Inclusion of a third-party software agreement indicates that the noted third-party software is part of this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software ("OSS") distributed with the Datacom
product (the "Licensed Product"). The term "Broadcom" refers solely to the Broadcom Inc. corporate affiliate that
distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS and may also only
use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.
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To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License ("GPL") or the GNU
Lesser General Public License ("LGPL"), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file.
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